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1.

Overview of Programming

Our [art]ifact education program ran for about two hours. It had a 15 minute introduction and
conclusion with three halfhour stations. We typically had two volunteers at the history and art
stations and three to four in the gallery. Depending on the school, one to three chaperones were
with each group. We ordered blue artifact tshirts for our volunteers to wear to make us easily
recognizable to the students.
We had three stations because it helped break up larger schools into smaller groups that were
easier to work with in our given spaces. The largest groups we had were about 55 students,
with the smallest group being 15. When the large groups of 55 were broken up, there were
about 18 students at each station. This worked much better for our smaller spaces and for
discussions.
In total, we brought in seven school groups with a total of 258 students. We also brought in one
outside organization for which we ran education programing: Big Brothers Big Sisters.

1.1.

Introduction

For a program our size (up to 55 students, three stations) we needed about a half hour to set up
before the first session. 
The preparation for each station will be listed under that station’s
overview. 
Divide up your volunteers to complete the setup at each station. While our volunteers
varied, we typically kept volunteers at the same station each time they came so they would
become familiar with how to set that station up and be confident in running it.
For the introduction, we had the following materials set up before student arrival: an easel with a
large notepad and a few markers at the front of the theater. This was for us to complete the first
two parts of the Know, Want to know, Learned chart. You will need whichever materials you
need to use ready in your introduction location (you do not want to be doing setup while
students are there).
Once students arrive, you will need a plan on where they need to go first. You will want to do
some sort of introduction activity to give the students an idea of what they will be doing and to
get them prepared for the programming ahead. Some things to keep in mind: do they have
coats/other items, and if so, where can they put them? Do you have a fully accessible building?
Is this the same place you want to end/will they be back in this room? At our venue (Pump
House) we had students go up the stairs and sit in the theater room where they could take their
coats off and leave them on the chairs. This is where we started and typically where we ended.
Most of the groups filled in the front and then went back (this could have been by teacher
direction), but one group filled in all of the back seats first. We would suggest always having a
volunteer greeting the students in the space you are having introductions who can also instruct
them to fill in the front seats first. The Pump House has an elevator, which was used by a few
students that could not use the stairs.

Our introduction was led by the education coordinator, Calli Niemi. The introduction had three
functions: to provide an introduction to what the [art]ifact exhibit was, the completion of the KW
portions of the KWL chart, and an explanation of the three stations. In the introduction of the
exhibit, students were asked to raise their hands if they had been to a museum and again if they
had been to an art gallery. This let us see how many students were familiar with this type of
setting, and how many would be having a new experience. We found that the vast majority of
students had been to a museum before, but less had been to an art gallery. In some groups,
less than half of students raised their hands (in others, almost all did, but this showed great
variation).
For the KWL chart, students were asked the following questions: what is history/what do
historians do? What is art/why do we make it? What is an artifactnaturally occurring or human
made? Their answers were recorded on a large notepad that was setup on an easel in the front
of the room. They were also asked what they wanted to learn on their trip to the exhibit. These
answers were later compared to what the students said they learned from the exhibit, and also
to how they completed the first half of questions on the post evaluation.
To wrap up the introduction, students were told what would be happening at each of the three
stations, where they would be going, and which volunteers would be at each station. Teachers
were asked to divide up their students into three groups before coming to the exhibit (and all but
one did), so the transition from the introduction to the smaller station groups was very smooth.
Be sure to ask the teachers to divide the groups up before arrival.

1.2.

History Station
1.2.1.
Set Up, Materials, and Volunteers

The history station was built around a short PBS film called W
isconsin Hometown Stories: La
Crosse
. Students learned about life in La Crosse before and during European settlement and
then completed the Packing the Trunk activity. This station typically had two volunteers. This
allowed for one to run the film and one to led the discussion at the front. Since this station was
largely discussion based, two volunteers helped get students engaged in conversation.
The following materials were needed:

Wisconsin Hometown Stories: La Crosse
DVD
Trunk
Packing The Trunk activity sheets
Pencils
Set up for this station included:
Turn on the sound system, projector, DVD player, and lowering the screen
Check the film to make sure it works
Get activity sheets and pencils out
Make sure stage is cleared

1.2.2.

Activity

For this station students viewed approximately ten minutes of W
isconsin Hometown Stories: La
Crosse(PBS) (segments 1 and part of 2).
http://wpt.org/WisconsinHometownStories/36612/wisconsinhometownstorieslacrosse
After the video the leader conducted a short, guided discussion about what they had seen. This
was necessary to help develop student thinking. Students were asked to imagine what life
would have been like for Nathan Myrick coming up the Mississippi River in 1841 to build his
trading post in La Crosse. These ideas led into the trunk activity.
The “Packing the Trunk” activity asked students to respond to the question of what they would
put in a trunk if they were settling here in 1841. Students were asked to 
consider items that
remind someone of home, remind someone of family, entertain someone on a trip, and are
useful. They could either list or illustrate a form with their answers, and put them in a trunk.
Their answers served as an exit ticket to check for student understanding.
Full answers can be found attached (Appendix A). Below are some of the most frequent
answers (grouped in common categories):
Necessities/Survival:
Food216// Water152 
(368)
Weapon 28// Gun32// Knife32// Bow and arrow23 (
115)
Comfort:
Blanket180// Pillow117// Bed56 
(353)
Clothes128// Clothing26
(154)
Remind of Home:
Picture116// Family72 
(188)
Pet24// Dog 49// Animal 40
(113)
Fig. 1
Developing the lesson plan for this station took about two hours, including previewing and timing
the video, writing out the instructions, matching the activity to social studies state standards, and
developing the worksheet for student responses.

1.2.3.

Problems/Suggestions

This activity went over well with the students. Information from the video was frequently recalled
during the conclusion KWL activity. After the first few sessions, we added in more discussion
about the Oneota as this was of particular interest to the students. Although we were initially
concerned about discussions lasting for the full half hour, this was not an issue for a majority of
the groups.

One problem we ran into with the first groups was using a miniature trunk (about 8” x 10”). The
students were literal thinkers and thought the items they planned to bring had to be small
enough to fit the representative trunk. This problem was solved by using a full size trunk for later
groups.

1.3.

Gallery
1.3.1.
Set Up, Materials, and Volunteers

The gallery station was the focal point of the [art]ifact education programming; it was where
everything came together. We typically had around three or four volunteers in the gallery. This
was typically an appropriate amount. Volunteers walked around the exhibit to help students with
their packets and to make observations.
The following materials were needed:
Packets3 versions
Clipboards
Pencils
2 easels
2 “How to Look at Art” foam cores
Favorite artifact/artwork sheets
Folder
Cardboard cut out
Set up for this station included:
Set up of two easels with “How to Look at Art” foam core: one by the Fur Muff near the front of
the room, the other by the Bottles in the back corner
Prepare clipboards for first group/with all clipboards: use an even amount of each packet (
have
an example packet for explaining!)
Switch out the Leona panel (as we wanted to avoid complaints about adult content)
Get pencils out
Get the cardboard cut out and set up at the front of the gallery
Prepare iPad for observations
Get favorite artifact/artwork sheet ready with folder for turn in
Mix up the timeline magnets

1.3.2.

Activity

When the students came in, we had them sit down in front of a “How to Look at Art” guide. The
director then explained the journals and what the students would be doing. The first page
described the activity and showed the snapshot photos of the five artifacts they would be trying
to find. This scavenger hunt activity linked back to the discussion at the beginning of the field
trip: historians act as detectives to find the clues in historic artifacts that can tell us what life was
like in the past. Students were asked to walk around the gallery to get an idea of what the

objects were, and then begin looking for their five artifacts (which they could write down next to
the picture).
Once they found all five, they would pick the two they found the most interesting to go back to
and fill out the questions in the journal. The director explained to students how to fill out each
portion of the journal. The historic object side asked for the name, date, and interesting facts,
which were found on the panels or timeline. The art side asked them to take the four steps while
looking at the artwork: Look, Describe, Think, Connect. All of these steps were explained with
examples. This is also when the students were asked /told what the term “medium” means: the
materials an artist uses. The ‘Think’ box was greatly stressed, as this was where they were to
make the connection between the artifact and the artwork that was inspired by it.
The introduction to this station was concluded by making it clear to the students what they could
and could not touch. For instance, they could not touch any of the artifacts and artwork, but they
could play with the timeline and iPads. We also asked if they had any questions, and told them
who they could go to in case they had any while in the gallery. They then came up and received
a clipboard, journal, and pencil.
For a majority of the school groups, the students were able to walk around the exhibit
independently (without the assistance of teachers, chaperones, volunteers) and filled out the
information largely on their own. However, there were some groups that had a harder time with
this. For one group, we divided all of the students in the gallery up so a set number with the
same journal could go with each of the adults (about four students per adult). This did work, but
it did not give the students a chance to walk around and look at everything, or see what they
wanted. For this reason, we did not use this method with any of the other groups (and it was not
necessary).
Students were in the gallery for a half hour. About five to ten minutes of that was introduction,
and another five was for the closing activity. Before the students moved on to the next station,
we had them come back and sit on the floor to fill out the favorite artifact/artwork sheet. This
sheet was then turned back into us for evaluation. They would then line up by the door to be led
down to the art station.

1.3.3.

Problems/Suggestions

We did face some problems during programming, and continually adjusted to make things run
more efficiently. Originally, we asked students to fill out pages for all five artifacts in their
journals. However, we found that this was too much work for 4th graders and that they seemed
very overwhelmed. We decided to cut it down to only two, which worked significantly better. We
told them they could come back and fill out the other pages with their families on a different day
if they wanted to finish the journal.
As we went through the sessions, we began to place tremendous stress on explaining /showing
the the difference between the historic objects and the artwork. Students were often confused

about which object was which, especially in the journals (but this was made clear vocally as
well). This was not something we had anticipated. There were certain objects this happened
more frequently with, such as the Hmong skirt, lacrosse stick, and quilt.

1.4.

Art Station
1.4.1.
Set Up, Materials, and Volunteers

Allow about thirty minutes to set up the art station and have all the material ready and in place.
Table and chair placement differed from grouptogroup depending on how many students were
coming that day. Ideally the tables are set up in a square so that the photographs could be on
easels in front of the table. Separate the students evenly amongst the five photographs. For
each group that comes in a minimum of two volunteers should be monitoring the students. The
art supplies should be distributed evenly amongst the tables so that students are not fighting
over materials. Volunteers should be looking at artwork, assisting students with questions, and
asking students about their artwork. Also, allow five minutes at the end for cleanup and placing
items back in order for the next group to come in. The atmosphere should make students feel
like artist and historians. Keep all the groups artwork and at the end give all the students
artwork to the teachers for them to give back to the students at school.

1.4.2.

Activity

The art station involved students creating artwork from five historical photographs from La
Crosse Public Library Archives and Murphy Library. The five La Crosse historical photographs
chosen were a group of loggers in the middle of the Mississippi River, a group of firefighters
from 1880, children in swimsuits at Pettibone Beach, an old street view of the riverfront, and two
women celebrating the Hmong New Year. These photographs selected were to highlight the
diverse and unique history of La Crosse. Each group would be equally separated and paired
with one of these photographs. Each photograph and its history would be discussed and then
as a group we would go over potential artwork that could be created from each photograph.
Then we would tell the students of the various art supplies available and then let them create
their masterpieces. While students were working music was played to create a creative
workspace.

1.4.3.

Problems/Suggestions

Overall the art activity was a success and was loved by both student and teachers; however,
there are minor problems and suggestions related to the art activity. First, the room had large
pillars that made it hard to set up and place the tables around. For the larger groups of 1820
students the space became too crowded and sometimes hard to move around. Second, the
school volunteers loved the activity so much that they wanted to create artwork instead of
supervision the students. It should be made very clear in the beginning of this activity that they
are here to help the students. Finally, the students were only allowed thirty minutes for the art
activity. For some students this was too much time and others it was not enough. You must
gauge and make sure that students work to the very end.

1.5.

Conclusion

Once the students have completed all of the activities in your curriculum, you will want to have a
concluding activity to wrap everything up, share thoughts, and say goodbyes. The materials and
setup were: resetting up the easel with the notepad and markers, OR handing out timeline
magnets and setting up the easel. This varied depending on where we had our conclusion.
We typically had students go back upstairs to the theater room to conclude the field trip. This
way we started and ended in the same spot and students could pick up their coats. Once
upstairs, the director would ask the students to share what they learned at the exhibit (which
was recorded on the notepad for the L or learn portion of the KWL). Students were told they
could come back and visit the exhibit again with their families and show them what they learned.
During the three smaller groups that we had (two were under 20 and one was just over 30), we
had the students meet in the gallery for the conclusion activity. We had the students take one of
the timeline artifact magnets which they were asked to place correctly on the timeline. The
activity was run initially by a volunteer, who would read the objects on the timeline (in
chronological order) and asked the students to come up for their object. However, this job would
gradually be turned over to a student volunteer who was on the other side of the timeline and
served as the factchecker and reader. This activity worked really well, especially for the groups
of 15 and 19 as everyone had their own piece on the timeline. All of the students were very
engaged with this activity.
2.

Planning Stages/Preparation
2.1.

Gauging Interest

Running educational programming alongside an exhibit is a fantastic way to broaden community
outreach and enhance the overall impact of the project. Connections are established with
students, teachers, administration, schools, and the district as a whole, which increases
awareness of the exhibit by tapping into a specific community: schools and families.
Once you have decided that you are interested in running education programs, contact local
schools to get an idea of the interest level. We started with administration and eventually were
directed to specific teachers. We looked up contact information for the La Crosse Public School
District superintendent and principals at several of the local public and private schools. Include
the following information: why you are writing, who you are, information about the exhibit and
potential programming. As an example, Figure 2 is the initial email Ariel Beaujot sent out to local
schools:
Dear ____:
I am writing to inquire if the teachers in your school board would be interested in field trip opportunity to help
K12 children learn about local La Crosse history and art.

I am a faculty member of the Department of History at UWL that is putting together an exhibit titled [art]ifact.
This exhibit will feature objects that were made in La Crosse and represent the community's diverse history and
artistic responses to those artifacts. The exhibit will take place from February to April, 2016 at the Pump House
Regional Arts Center (119 King Street).
We are considering applying for a grant that would cover the cost of transportation of local school children to and
from the exhibit. Furthermore my students and I will write up pre and post visit materials, organize a tour, and
work up curriculum according to Wisconsin State Standards for the visit. We could develop curriculum based on
either art or history.
Before we apply for a grant that would cover the cost of the busing I wanted to be in touch to ask if this is
something your school board might be interested in. And also to inquire if there is anything else teachers might
require for the day of the visit (lunch or replacement teacher costs for example).
Thank you for your time and attention to this.
Fig. 2

We sent this email to six schools. We received very positive responses with all stating they
would be interested in attending. Y
ou will want to ask your schools for information on
substitute teacher and busing costs to help you prepare grants.
Throughout this process,
we also began to narrow down to the idea of working with elementary school students,
particularly those in fourth and fifth grade as that is when there is a focus on local history in the
Wisconsin curriculum. This is a very key step for moving forward. You must have a specific age
group you are working toward so you can 1. Establish connections with the proper schools 2.
Create curriculum that corresponds with the state standards.

2.2.

Grants and Budgets

After receiving the responses from the schools, we moved forward with writing grants. The
grants we received were a La Crosse Foundation Mini Grant (LCF) and a La Crosse Public
Education Foundation Grant (LPEF). Below is the initial budget used for the LCF grant (total
awarded$4008):

La Crosse Foundation Grant Budget (Initial)
Item

Description

Cost

1Curriculum Director

Curriculum design by k12 educator Emily
Lovell: 40 hrs @ $30/hr

1,200

13 Busing trips

Busing for 12 local schools and 11
organizations for 2 hr programming @
$14/hr bus fee and mileage @ $1.59/mile

1,411.66

10Substitute Teachers

@139.59/day

1,395.90

Total:

4,008

Fig. 3
The LPEF Grant was written to cover the cost of the curriculum director for $1,200. When both
grants were received, we were granted permission to use the money allotted for Emily Lovell in
the LCF Grant for other purposes, mainly the art supplies
. Whenever you write a grant, you
are to stay within the approved budget.
However, if something costs less or more than what
was anticipated, the granting agency must be informed. You can possible reallocate unused
funds if granted permission. Leftover funds will be returned to the granting agency.
The expenses for the LCF grant can be found below:
(note: the leftover amount of $250.29 was reallocated with permission from the agency to the
Pump House Regional Arts Center for classroom rental)

La Crosse Foundation Grant Expenses
Item

Description

Cost

Printing

5Black and white photos on foam core

Invoice Information
157 Supreme Graphics

300Pack the trunk activity sheets

55 Supreme Graphics

300Art project sheets

59 Supreme Graphics

3How to look at art foamcore

60 Supreme Graphics

300Activity booklets 1, 2,3

575 Supreme Graphics

1Cardboard cut out

100 Supreme Graphics

Total:
Item

Description

Design Work

1Wood timeline and design time

1006
Cost

Invoice Information

1460.12 Marc Manke

Total:
Item

Description

Tshirts

13[art]ifact tshirts worn at programming

1460.12
Cost

Invoice Information
104.65 LCHS credit card

Total:

104

Item

Description

Cost

Busing

1round trip bus for FEL

135 Lamers Bus Line

1round trip bus for LM&S

105 Ready Bus Line

5round trips for La Crosse Schools District
($71.44 ea.)

357.2 First Student

Total:
Item

Description

Invoice Information

597.2
Cost

Invoice Information

Substitute
teachers

1Northside/Coulee Montessori

72.5 Invoice sent to LCHS

1Emerson Elementary, art teacher

72.5 Invoice sent to LCHS

1Southern Bluffs Elementary, teacher

123.75 Invoice sent to LCHS

Total:

268.75

Item

Description

Cost

Art Supplies
(original)

Markers, colored pencils, watercolor pencils,
glue dots, foam stickers, foam sheets,
popsicle sticks, googly eyes

120.58 LCHS credit card

Art Supplies
(replenish)

glue dots, packs mechanical pencils, packs
glue sticks, pack markers, bags foam
stickers, pack kids scissors, pack water
colored pencils

156.15 LCHS credit card

Clipboards

Invoice Information

44.91 LCHS credit card

Total:

321.64

GRAND TOTAL:

3757.71

REMAINING:

250.29

Fig. 4

2.3.

Securing Space and Dates

Before you can move forward, you need to secure a space for your programming. If you are
coordinating your program with an exhibit, it is likely you will be using that same location. Check
with the directors of this facility to see what spaces are available for your use, when, and for
what cost. If there will be a cost, you will need to include this in your grants. Once you know
what spaces you will have, you can begin planning programming. Space helps determine the
size, flow, and types of activities you can have.
You will also want to plan when these programs will run. You may want to arrange to have
several weeks of one certain day blocked off (such as Friday), or have a series of days blocked
off (such as a Monday through Friday). For [art]ifact, we reserved the following five Fridays:
March 4, March 11, March 18, April 1, April 8. Once we had a better idea of the what the
curriculum would look like, we decided we would run two sessions on each of those days, 911
am and 122pm.
We would suggest checking your school district's calendar to get an

idea of what days work best or if there are any days they have off. For example, the La
Crosse Public Schools frequently have half days on Friday’s, which was an issue we
ran into when attempting to book afternoon sessions.
3.

Curriculum Design
3.1.

Research and Formulating “Big Ideas”

Research for [art]ifact began with the U
SS Constitution
Museums website that had a “How To”
for creating exhibits called the Family Learning Project. The website has a variety of resources
that was invaluable for the Education Team. Thanks to this resource, the team was able to
create a stronger educational experience for students. With resources such as “Steal This Idea”
and “Top 10 Programming Tips”, we were able to successfully narrow down our focus to
emulate the success of a wellknown exhibit.
http://www.familylearningforum.org/rethinkingexhibitions/index.htm
A visit to the Wisconsin Veterans Museum, Madison, WI, gave further experiential learning for
best works in an exhibit for elementaryhigh school aged students.
In Fall 2015, 30 fourth through high school grade students visited the Wisconsin Veterans
Museum. Students were furnished with Scavenger Hunt packets for upper elementary and also
middle/high school level students for the exhibits. The exhibit’s theme was the timeline of war
for Wisconsin Veterans spanning from prestatehood American Revolution to the Afghan War.
The scavenger hunt units proved very successful and covered a variety of curriculum, including
math, science and literature. The Educational Team adopted the scavenger hunt packet for the
[art]ifact Exhibit.
Coincidentally, there was also an art exhibit showing the effects of PostTraumatic Syndrome on
Wisconsin Veterans. The art was created by veterans to aid in their healing process with
PTSD. Students were observed in the art gallery and it was clear they needed to walk around
the entire exhibit before returning to visit the didactic panels and engage in the art pieces. Upon
observing students and this process, the Education Team provided a “big picture” experience
first and allow students to return to the pieces for a stronger focus.
http://www.wisvetsmuseum.com/exhibitions/temporary/
It is imperative to narrow down the focus for the rationale for the exhibit. With a rationale, the
entire group can focus on this “Big Idea” as a guide for all the groups. The “Big Idea” for an
exhibit will provide the conceptual infrastructure for what you want the exhibit attendees to gain
from their experience. The Education, Curatorial, Public Relations and IPad groups were able to
centralize their themes to reflect the Big Idea(s).
Keep the focus for the Big Idea(s) to only 23 ideas. Review with your team the essential
questions or themes that repeat themselves and reflect on the exhibit as a whole.
Example of [art]ifact Big Ideas:
1. Why do we make objects? What needs do they fulfill?
2. What can objects tell us about the people who use them?

3. What is the purpose of art?
4. What can art tell us about history?

3.2.

Designing the Curriculum

[Art]ifact obtained a grant to hire a local public school social studies teacher. The teacher was
familiar with Wisconsin State Standards for fourth grade history and art. Utilizing the guiding “Big
Ideas”, and the observations of other art exhibits and scavenger hunt activities, the Education
Team worked in collaboration to create the curriculum for the program.
The Education Team organized five to six facts from the other historians and furnished the
teacher with the information needed to create scavenger hunt questions for the exhibit booklets.
The teacher created indepth curriculum for the History Station and one handson activity. The
teacher also developed a way for students to view art in an indepth way at the Gallery Station.
Finally, the knowledge of history and art were put together for the students at the third and final
stationthe Art Station. The combination of the three stations supported the framework of the
“Big Ideas” of the exhibit and was a necessary component for the entire exhibit.
Several factors went into the decision to divide the larger student groups into the three smaller
groups for programming. First, smaller groups have greater attention span and have more
opportunity to interact with the guide and ask questions. Also, we didn’t want the gallery to be
too crowded. We wanted students to be able to clearly see the objects, and we felt there would
be better security with smaller groups. We wanted each of the activities to be engaging,
connected to the overall theme and not repetitious. For these reasons we divided the
programming into the La Crosse History Station, gallery exhibit, and art project, with each
activity taking approximately forty minutes.
Pre Exhibit Guide and Gallery Station Artist Journal(See Appendix F and G)
HIstory Station Activity(Appendix K and I)

4.

Evaluations
4.1.

Institutional Review Board

In order to conduct surveys on a human population, you must obtain permission from an
Institutional Review Board to ensure the research being conducted is ethical. This project
contained several surveys taken from students for our research in order to gage the knowledge
of students before and after their visit to our exhibit, as well as to understand how well the
exhibit related the information to the students. Therefore we submitted an application to the IRB.
The [art]ifact IRB is attached (Appendix B).
Before writing the application, become certified to perform a study with human participants. Go
to the site for the National Institute of Health of Extramural Research for Protecting Human

Research Participant: 
https://phrp.nihtraining.com/users/login.php
. Create an account, then
continue to go through the training process. The training provided is free and it should take
about 2 hours to complete. At the end of the course, you will receive a certificate of completion.
This will be added to the end of the IRB form.
Your application will begin by stating your name as the principal investigator in the study, and
your status as a student or faculty member. Include your address, telephone number, and email
address. Then state the title of your proposed project. In the case of the Education Team for
[art]ifact, our title was 
Evaluations for [art]ifact.The project period should give the dates of the
start and end of your proposed research. Indicate whether you believe your project is expedited
or exemptible. Then you should sign and date the application.
After this initial application, you will describe your project in more detail. Begin this section with a
narrative outlining the structure of the project. Make sure to include for what your interviews or
surveys will be used. In the case of 
Evaluations for [art]ifact, 
we were using the surveys in three
ways: 1) to make changes to the exhibit while it was open 2) to research the effectiveness of our
exhibit after it had closed 3) and to better understand the process the artists used in the creation
of their artwork. Also include any other people assisting you in your research.
In the next step, outline the procedures you will use to conduct the surveys and interviews. In
Evaluations for [art]ifact,
we described the surveys we would be conducting on the student
groups we would be bringing to the exhibit in a form of three sections: 1) preevaluations to be
taken before visiting the exhibit 2) a Know, Want to know, Learned (KWL) chart to be filled out
while students were at the exhibit 3) postevaluations to be administered after the visit. Also
described was the survey to be given to other visitors of the exhibit. The final procedure
described was the interviews with the artists on the processes they used in their artwork.
Explain the subject population on which you will be conducting your research. Include any
vulnerable populations that could possibly be harmed by the surveys, interviews, or other forms
of research. Add that participants will fill out a voluntary consent form, which will inform them of
the details of the projects, and any risks to them. Include that the subjects can stop participating
at any time.
State the confidentiality of your project. List the procedures you will take to ensure that no
names are released from your study. Also, describe the anticipated risks and benefits subjects
may expect. If there are no risks anticipated, state why this will be a riskfree experiment.
Declare that there is no need to minimize risks if you do not believe there will be any. If there
are no direct benefits to the subjects, include instead the benefits that the study should produce.
If there are no benefits to the study, there would be no reason to implement it.
Include in the IRB document the form that will be given to the subjects. This agreement form
states briefly the study being conducted, the procedures, the reasons for the study, and any
risks and benefits that should be expected from the study. Assure the subject that they may
withdraw from the study at any time, and that any answers given will remain confidential.

A key section of the application is to include the questions that you plan to ask the subjects of
your study. In the case for [art]ifact, we included the questions that would be on all the surveys,
observations, and interviews we would be conducting.
At the end of the form, include the certificate that authorizes the completion of your training of
protection of human research participants. This is the training that you received from the
National Institute of Health Office of Extramural Research.
Before doing any type of evaluations on student groups coming to your exhibit, submit
an application to the IRB. When your application for your research is approved, you can
then carry out the evaluations.

4.2.

Pre EvaluationsSurvey of “Big Ideas”

A front endevaluation was given at the start of educational programming for the exhibit.
The frontend evaluation was given to a small group of students to “test” out the questions and
and fine tune the rationale of the exhibit before it opened. The evaluation had six questions,
but a recommendation would be to create a short list of three to five essential questions that
highlight the rationale.
The students who participated in the evaluation ranged in grades from 4th10th and attended a
small public school. The responses help to guide the creation of the scavenger hunt packets,
the focus for the surveys and the three educational stations. The responses also indicated gaps
that needed to be filled in order to create an effective exhibit.
For artifact, the questions and the responses are found in Figure 5.
What grade are you in? _____________________
1. Why do we make objects? What needs do they fulfill?
They mean something to us
Spiritual needs +2
Fundamental needs +1
We need some of them
It is fun
The needs they fulfill are shelter, protection
Holding stuff
Jewelry
Artifacts
We need clay to make painting
We make objects because it's art
The stuff we make is useful

2. What can objects tell us about the people who use them?

Well like an arrowhead, it means they hunted
What they did for a living
What they hunted and farmed
How long ago they were used
Hunting
Kind of houses
History
... of America use arrowheads???
People did arts
It can tell us if people are vegetarians

3. What is the purpose of art?
To express your feelings into whatever you make
It helps people
To tell people what you like to do or express your feelings
To express our feelings
Beauty
Goofy
Sad
Is to get ... and have fun???
It is to be fun
Because it is cool

4. What can art tell us about history?
That it is from a long time ago
Stories of what they did
If people were hunters or farmers
How long ago art was invented
Jewelry, pottery
When the first art was made
It tells about back then and what they did
It can tell us artifacts

5. What do you know about La Crosse’s history?
It is known for its rivers
A lot of animals are getting killed
There has been a game called La Crosse that's been going for centuries
Nothing +2
It was a long time ago
Buildings are old, not designed like today's buildings
La Crosse is where a tribe of natives ...???

6. What questions did you find difficult? What questions did you find easy? Why?
Everything was easy because I knew them


hard 3,1 easy4,5,2 because they were easy
5 was hard because I don't live in La Crosse so I don't know much about it. I found 3 easier because I
love art and I know that art helps people express their feelings!

1 hard 26 easy
Hard3 Easy1,2,4,5,6
4,5 1,2,3,6 I knew some of it and did not know some
all of them
None
Fig. 5

Recording the responses help guide the team in determining that there needed to be “History of
La Crosse” station and a “how to look at art” for the gallery exhibit to guide students through the
“art” and the “fact” portions in the gallery. It also garnered additional interest in the exhibit with
the students who took the evaluationthey became excited about seeing the exhibit.
An additional outside resource is the “Family Learning Form” on the USS Constitution Museum
website. We used this website as a great example of “How To’s” in creating this exhibit.
http://www.familylearningforum.org/evaluation/index.htm

4.3.

Day of Evaluations

In [art]ifact’s education programming, we used a Know, Want to Know, Learn (KWL) chart. This
was effective because it compared side by side what the students knew coming into the exhibit,
and what more they were taking out of it. Before we took the students to the gallery to
experience the exhibit itself, we gathered them together to complete the first two aspects of the
KWL chart. After explaining a little about the exhibit, we asked the students about what they
already knew. In relation to [art]ifact, we asked them what they knew about La Crosse’s history,
what they knew about art, and what they thought an artifact was. All this information was
recorded on a large easel in the front of the room.
Next, we asked the students what they wanted to learn during their trip to our exhibit. We
reminded them to think about learning more about La Crosse, history in general, or artwork. The
younger students in fourth grade appear to have enjoyed participating in this activity. The older
students in eighth grade did not participate as readily in this group activity. It is important to take
the age of your participants into consideration when evaluating them.
We then sent the students to the gallery to see our exhibit and to the other activities we had
created for them, which are described in the History Station section, the Gallery section, and the
Art Station section. After the students had gone through our exhibit and activities, we brought
them back as a group to finish the last section of our KWL chart. We asked the students what
they had learned in the exhibit. The majority of the students did learn something about about
history, art, and the link between the two, which we consider a success.
The other evaluation implemented the day of the field trip was a sheet that each student filled
out after their time in the gallery. The questions asked were: “What was your favorite historical
object? Why?” and “What was your favorite art piece? Why?” Using the information gathered

from this evaluation we were able to see which type of objects and artwork was most successful
to engage the students.
All the information gathered from these field trips were then recorded in spreadsheets in order to
compare answers more practically sidebyside. This information was used to revise the
education programing as we continued to teach it.
The final form of evaluation used on the days of programming was observations. To do this, an
[art]ifact team member that was designated to walk around to each station and do an unbiased
assessment of the students’ reaction to the activities. This observer would use their phone or an
iPad to walk around the stations and mobilely answer the questions in the electronic
“Observations” survey. This unbiased assessment meant observations about the setup of the
exhibit, the interactions between the students and exhibit pieces, and the student’s reactions to
each of the three activities were all noted for future change to the programming or exhibit, as
well as what was done well for K12 students. The observer would try to capture each of the
three groups at each of the three stations if possible to allow for a more wellrounded
assessment of the programming. They would also take pictures of the students at each station
to record their interactions with the exhibit and programming.
The full spreadsheets of responses for the favorite artifacts and artwork (Appendix C),
KWL chart (Appendix D), and observations (Appendix E) can be found attached.

4.4.

Post EvaluationGoogle Form

Post evaluations are conducted in order to gage how much information the students who visited
the exhibit learned and retained from the project. These evaluations were administered within a
month after the visit to the exhibit, at which point the information they learned from the exhibit
would not be fresh in their minds. If they retained the information for a month, then it was most
likely successfully administered at the exhibit.
We used a Google Form quiz for our postevaluation, which we created through the Google
Drive. We sent this form to the schools that had visited our exhibit, and asked the teachers to
administer the evaluation to the students. Each student filled out the online quiz and submitted it
to us. We then created a table of the responses from the students through Google Sheets.
The questions on the postevaluation form were all basic questions that were answered within
the exhibit. Some of these questions were the same as questions asked on the frontend
evaluations, in order to compare answers.These questions were on basic concepts of the
exhibit, not on the exact artifacts themselves. There were nine questions; four were multiple
choice, four were open ended, and one was selected from a list. Here are the questions that
were asked of the students:
1.

What are historians?

a.
b.
c.
d.

People who use clues to figure out life in the past. 
(Correct)
People who tell made up stories
People who work in museums
People who lived in the past

2.

What is an artifact?
a. An object that comes out of nature
b. An object made in a factory
c. An object made by a human 
(Correct)
d. An object made by an animal

3.

What can artifacts tell historians?
a. Artifacts tell historians what life will be like in the future
b. Artifacts whisper stories in their ears
c. Artifacts tell us exactly what people were thinking
d. Artifacts help us see what life was like in the past 
(Correct)

4.

What does ‘media’ mean to an artist?
a. In the middle
b. The materials an artist uses to create art 
(Correct)
c. Social networking and TV news
d. The inspiration for the art

5.

What can art tell us about history?
Open ended question

6.

What artifact was your favorite?
A list of the artifacts was provided.

7.

Why did you like it so much?
Open ended question

8.

Which piece of art was your favorite?
Open ended question

9.

What did you like about it?
Open ended question

Fig. 6

Questions one was answered correctly by
79% of the students. Question two was answered

correctly by 72% of the students. Question three was answered correctly by 90% of the
students. Question four was answered correctly by a smaller percent of students, 31%.
Question five was an openended question, and therefore had no correct answer. However, it
was obvious which students had responded in a wellthoughtout answer, and which did not

wish to spend the time completing the answer fully. Listed are some of the best answers to
“What can art tell us about history?”
“How people thought and functioned in the past.”
“
It help us see a better and also see how it is different than what we use/make today.”
“What they were feeling when they drew it.”
The final four questions were the same as the questions administered in the evaluations during
the field trips. This was to compare the answers between the visit and a few weeks later. Most
of the students remembered at least one object and one art piece, and therefore were the
objects and art pieces most memorable to the students. Of the 81 students who responded,
these were the favorite artifacts:
Lacrosse Stick: 19.75%
Hmong Knife: 13.5%
Camera: 13.5%
Hand Drum: 9.8%
Bottles: 8.64%
Muff: 7.4%
Trunk: 4.93%
Buttons: 4.93%
Wedding Dress: 4.93%
Cigar Box: 3.7%
Leona: 3.7%
Hmong Skirt: 2.46%
Biscuit Tin: 2.46%
Fig. 7
The favorite piece of art was more difficult for students because we did not provide a list from
which to choose. Many of the students responded with artwork exhibited, others with examples
of artifacts, and others with art that was not in our exhibit.

5.

Contacting Schools
5.1.

Securing Trips

Once you’ve obtained your funding and the green light to move forward, you can begin
contacting schools to arrange field trips. Email the principals and teachers you were in touch
with in the preparation stages and ask if the field trip is still of interest to them. Be sure to keep
in mind your target age group when contacting teachers. At this point, you should be able to
give them an idea of what the field trip will entail. Send them potential signup dates.
For [art]ifact, we contacted superintendents and principals in the preparation stage, and then
later moved on to communicating directly with the teachers. We contacted several principals

and supervisors (the La Crosse district has supervisors for different subjects, we contacted the
fine arts and social studies supervisors) who were able to put us in contact with the appropriate
teachers at various schools. Once we were in contact with the teachers, we could start to plan
the trips more directly.
Information you will need from the schools:
Availability/agreed upon date of trip
Number of students coming on the trip
Number of teachers/chaperones coming on the trip
Is a substitute needed? Cost.
Would they like to book their own busing through the district? Cost.
Keep this information organized in a spreadsheet. You will want to have a goto document
where you can find all of this information along with the contact information you have for the
principals and teachers of each school. You can also use this spreadsheet to keep track of
received and paid invoices for substitute teachers and busing.

5.2.

Materials to Provide

We sent pre visit materials out to the teachers of the classes coming on the trips. We included 4
main topics/questions to discuss prior to coming that would be covered during the trip (related
back to the big ideas): 1. what are historians, 2. what is an artifact, 3. why/how do we look at art,
4. what does medium mean in art? These questions had definitions, instructions to brainstorm,
and links to supplement material. One example was a website that explained the information on
the “How to Look at Art” graphic that was also displayed and used during programming. We also
sent the teachers an image of this graphic that was created by our curriculum designer. At the
end of the document, the different Wisconsin State Standards covered by the field trip were
listed. 
The pre visit materials can be found attached (Appendix F)
.

6.

Busing
6.1.

Booking Busing (Schools v Bus Companies)

Bringing student groups into your exhibit will require bussing to and from the schools. For the
[art]ifact exhibit, we supplied transportation using grant money allotted for the education
programming.
The first thing you should do is contact the schools and other organizations. Ask them if they
would like to schedule bussing and transportation, because often times schools have a contract
with a particular transportation company that they use on a regular basis. They may have a
discounted rate, and they also may have insurance in the case of an emergency. The schools
can then send the invoice for bussing to you.

There also may be schools and organizations that would prefer not to schedule transportation
themselves. You can then contact a transportation company yourself. The busing companies
located in La Crosse that provide school bus transportation are Lamers Bus Lines, Inc., First
Student Inc., and First Transit Inc. Before you schedule any buses, check the pricing in order to
confirm that the grant will cover the full amount. Keep in mind that some transportation
companies have a set fee, others charge by the hour, and others charge by the mile. It is helpful
to create a spreadsheet to compare pricing, miles, and length of time the transportation will be
needed.
After confirming pricing, you can call the transportation company you have chosen. Call initially,
and the company can then direct you to how best to schedule the bussing. Ask the company to
send you an estimate before you confirm the bussing; check over the estimate to make sure
everything is correct. If there is a discrepancy, do not hesitate to contact the transportation
company. It is important to have the financial information clear.

6.2.

Budget and Cost

In the case of the [art]ifact programming, our budgeted transportation cost did not match the
actual cost, partially because we initially planned on going through a bus company before
deciding that going through the school district was the best route. We made estimates of the
prices based on quotes by a local bus company: Lamers. This involved calculating the time,
miles, and type of bus the trip would require. These estimates were our basis for our grant.
However, the cost ended up being significantly higher than originally estimated. We were also
informed by local teachers that going through the district is often better. We contacted the La
Crosse School District business office and were connected with a woman, Joyce Smalley, who
coordinated busing for the district. She contacted the teachers and their contracted bus
company to organize the buses. By going through the school, we received their discounted rate
and insurance coverage.
The final cost for five round trips to the Pump House was $71.44 for each trip, and $357.20
total. We also booked busing through Lamers for two of the schools (one was private and one
was in La Crescent and therefore not in the La Crosse Public School District) for a cost of $135
and $105. Our total transportation cost was $597.20 for seven schools (figure 8).

Total Busing Costs
La Crosse Foundation Grant
Item

Description

Busing

1round trip bus for FEL

135 Lamers Bus Line

1round trip bus for LM&S

105 Ready Bus Line

5round trips for La Crosse Schools
District ($71.44 ea.)

Cost

Invoice Information

357.2 First Student

Total:

597.2

Fig. 8

7.

Materials
7.1.

Printing
7.1.1.
Paper Materials

Based on our decisions on curriculum design, we had to print all of the corresponding materials.
All of the professionally printed items were done through Supreme Graphics, a local printing
company that we work with often. You will want to get quotes from various printing companies to
decide where you can get the best prices.
We used the historian/artist journal as the core of our curriculum. Each student received one
journal, but there were three different journal options, each of which focused on five different
artifacts within the exhibit. We used fun names for our packets (Grandad’s Bluff Loggers,
Mississippi River Trappers, Coulee Region Traders), but if you want to divide up packets into
groups, you could also make them different colors, or print a different image on each one (ours
all looked the same). The packets had four double sided pages, only one of which was printed
in color (this page contained the cover, five artifact images, and completion certificate). We
printed 300 total journals (100 of each type) for a cost of $575. 
One of the journals can found
attached (Appendix G).
The art station of the [art]ifact education programming only required one printed item: the
artwork sheet. One of these sheets was given to each student to create their art project on. We
chose to make these sheets larger than your typical 8x11, and used a heavier paper weight.
This seemed to help to encourage the students to embrace their role as artists. This size and
type of paper worked out very well. The 300 art sheets were printed 11x17 in color on 80# white
matte cover paper and cost $59. 
The art sheet can be found attached (Appendix H).
As with the art station, the history station only required one piece of printed material for each
student. At this station, each student received one Packing the Trunk activity sheet to fill out and
place in the big trunk during the discussion. This was not an item the students kept, but was
kept in the trunk for us to keep and evaluate. We printed 300 on typical 8.5x11 paper in color for
$55. 
The worksheet can be found attached (Appendix I).
There were three items that were printed at the UWL History Department. This was done
because we were not printing large numbers of these items and/or because they were simple
and printed in black and white. The main item was a sheet given to each student upon
completion of the gallery station which asked them to write down their favorite historic artifact
and favorite artwork with an explanation of why. These sheets were then returned for us to use
in evaluations. Another item was the short “Exhibit Group Activities” document that explained
what was to be done at each station. We printed enough packets for one to be at each station
for each session of programming (21 in total). The final item was a sheet that explained the was

given to teachers. It explained the learning objectives and Wisconsin standards for the history
station, and also had a short paragraph encouraging teachers to continue their artifact
experience through satellite exhibits. We printed seven of these. 
The “Exhibit Group
Activities” (Appendix J) and trunk learning objectives (Appendix K) can be found
attached).

7.1.2.

Educational Guides and Extra Materials

We had several printed foam core items made for use during our programming. Based on what
we learned from our frontend evaluation and our previsit curriculum suggestions, we created
three “How To Look at Art” educational guides. Two of these were placed in the gallery and one
in the art room. These guides helped students fill out their journals by explaining how to look at
art through four steps: Look, Describe, Think, Connect. The foam core guides explained these
four steps in detail and gave the students suggestions on how to complete them in their
packets. These three art guides cost $20 each, for a total of $60. T
his art guide can be found
attached (Appendix L).
The art station had students look at one of five historic photographs of La Crosse and create
their own art project based on their reactions and feelings to the photo. The photos were of
Pettibone Beach, the Hmong New Year Festival, the La Crosse Fire Department, a steamboat,
and loggers and on the Mississippi. We decided to have these five photographs blown up to a
larger size and printed on foam core. All of them were in black and white.
The five photographs

cost $31.40 each, for a total of $157. 
Please note: o
ur photographs were from the local
archives, and we needed to ask permission to use them and print them to such a large sizeif
you do something similar in your programming, m
ake sure to obtain permission for all materials
used!
There were a few other items that fall under this category and were used for the education
programming. One of these items is a cardboard cutout of a wedding picture of the woman who
owned the wedding dress artifact. It was the perfect size for the students and they could stand
behind it and take photos of themselves as the couple. This cutout cost $100 and was also
printed by Supreme Graphics. The last item is a wooden magnetic timeline. Students used this
to find the date of creation for their objects. One side of the timeline had interactive magnets
that could be moved for students to guess or quiz themselves on where the artifacts went on the
timeline. This cost $1460.12 for design, materials, and time (created by Marc Manke). D
esign
image attached (Appendix M).

7.1.3.

Budget/Cost

The total cost for printed items (paper and foamcore) was $906. With the addition of the
cardboard cut out for $100 and the timeline for $1460.12, the total cost of printed/created
materials was 
$2466.12.

Total Printing/ Creation Costs

La Crosse Foundation Grant
Item

Description

Cost

Invoice Information

Printing

5Black and white photos on foam core

157

Supreme Graphics

300Pack the trunk activity sheets

55

Supreme Graphics

300Art project sheets

59

Supreme Graphics

3How to look at art foamcore

60

Supreme Graphics

300Activity booklets 1, 2,3

575

Supreme Graphics

1Cardboard cut out

100

Supreme Graphics

Total
: 1006
Item

Description

Design Work

1Wood timeline and design time

Cost

Invoice Information

460.12

Marc Manke

Grand Total: 2466.12

Fig. 4

7.2.

Art Supplies
7.2.1.
Supplies Used

The art supplies were designed to inspire creative artwork from students who enjoy art and
those who do not believe they have artistic abilities. We also wanted the art supplies to be
unique from materials they may have worked with in other art classes. The only conditions we
had on the art supplies was that the entire artwork must be dry by the time the students leave
the exhibit and it could not create a big mess in the art room. To start off there was five large
bins and two smaller containers to separate and store the scissors, markers, crayons, colored
pencils, foam stickers, watercolor pencils, and googly eyes. The art supplies consisted of basic
materials such as scissors, glue sticks, construction paper, markers, crayons and colored
pencils. The art supplies also contained unique materials such as crazy scissors, glue dots,
foam paper, foam stickers, stickers, watercolor pencils, popsicle sticks, and googly eyes. Most
students used a combination of materials to create a more elaborate, original, and interesting
piece of artwork.

7.2.2.

Suggestions

There are minor suggestions for the art materials supplies that could be useful in future art
educational programming. Bins with lids could have been more effective for storage; the ones
that we had purchased had a handle but no lid. The lid would have eliminated some of the spill
from the art supplies when materials were being transferred toandfrom location. The glue dots
were especially useful for adhering materials like googly eyes and popsicle sticks to the artwork
to ensure that it would stay. However, the glue dots had to be administered by an adult
because if a student used the glue dots they were often over used and then would become
jammed. Most students were fascinated by the watercolor pencil but there needed to be a
demonstration on how to properly use the watercolor pencils so that the paper did not become

saturated with water. The colored pencils and watercolor pencils became mixed up with each
other and became a problem to sort. To avoid this either pick between the two art supplies or
clearly label and distinguish from each other to avoid the mixup. Try your best to monitor the
supplies so that some material like foam paper, foam stickers, popsicle sticks and googly eyes
are not used up too quickly. Set aside some of these materials so that each group that comes
in all have an opportunity to use the unique art supplies. Also note that the Pump House does
not allow sparkles in their art room. You may want to ask your venue if there are any supplies
that they would rather you not use.

7.2.3.

Budget/Cost

The total cost of the art supplies was $269.17. Some additional art supplies were lent to us by
The Pump House Regional Arts Center and Calli Niemi.

Total Art Supplies
La Crosse Foundation Grant
Item

Description

Cost

Invoice Information

Mechanical Pencils

5 24 ct. for $5.24 per/pack

26.20

LCHS Credit Card

Glue Dots

10 $5.49 per/pack

54.90

LCHS Credit Card

Googly Eyes

4 $3.28 per/pack
Additional provided by Pump House

13.12

LCHS Credit Card

Scissors

1 12 ct. $16.54 per/pack

16.54

LCHS Credit Card

Crazy Scissors

1 10 ct. $10.99 per/pack

30.35

LCHS Credit Card

Watercolor Pencils

3 $4.99 per/pack
Additional provided by Calli Niemi

14.97

LCHS Credit Card

Foam Stickers

6 $5.49 per/pack

32.94

LCHS Credit Card

Markers

4 $4.99 per/pack

19.96

LCHS Credit Card

Popsicle Sticks

3 $3.29 per/pack
Additional provided by Pump House

9.87

LCHS Credit Card

Bins

6 $1 per/bin
Additional provided by Pump House

6.0

LCHS Credit Card

Glue Sticks

1 18 ct. $5.35 per/pack

5.35

LCHS Credit Card

Crayons

1 64 ct. $6.99 per/pack

6.99

LCHS Credit Card

Foam Paper

1 100 ct. $20.99 per/pack

20.99

LCHS Credit Card

Construction Paper

1 100 ct. $10.99 per/pack

10.99

LCHS Credit Card

Total
: 269.17

Fig. 9

7.3.

Other Materials

7.3.1.

Easels, Clipboards, Pencils, Notepad

The easels were used in the gallery to prop posters about how to look at art and in the art
activity for the historical photograph. We used the Children’s Museum and the History
Department’s easels. In total we needed nine easels. Clipboards were needed in the gallery for
students to write on so that they were not using the artifact mounts or pedestals as tables to
write on. In total we needed thirty clipboards. Mechanical pencils were used so that pencils did
not need to be resharpened. In total one hundred mechnical pencils were purchased. A large
notepad was used in the beginning and closing of each section's programming to create the
KWL chart. We would write down answers from students to be recorded later for our research.
This was donated by Dr. Beaujot of the UWL History Department.

Appendix A

School

Something you will need

Something to help make you comfortable Something to remind you of home

Design Institute

Food/water
guns/amo
bow/arrow
clothes

Friends and family

Picture of my family

Food/water
extra clothing

a weapon (self-defense)

a picture

Clothes
Bedding

a memory of my old home

items/things from around my area

Tools
things to cook with

Blankets

a toy

food
sewing machine

Blanket and pillows
Books, paper, pencils, notebook

paintings, nic-nacs from my home
Photos

Knives
Backpack
seeds to plant food
clothing

Warm clothing
blanket
guitar

my dad's cap

Food
clothes
blankets

Friends and family

my puppy dog

Clothing
something to start a fire
food
tools
weapons

blankets
food

food
art

clothes
weapons
food
seeds
blankets
flint and steel
medicine
tarp
toilet paper

my friends

memories

underwear
saws
knife
kindling
horse
cows

underwear
seeds
plows
shovel

shovel
bushes
bucket

log
ax
gun
amo
food

few cows
pic of family
charcoal
door

gold
cow skull
blanket

Clothes
glasses
shoes
hunting and farming stuff
food
ice cream

pillow
food
blankets
more food

plant/perfume that smells like home
carving
food
my home
my dogs

clothing
kitchen ware
hunting tools
farming tools
seeds

pillow
wifi and generator
house

cat
nice smelling food

arrow
clothes
food

blanket
firewood

songs/music
memories

blanket

memories
pictures

Total Responses:

Coulee Motessori
Northside

14
stone spire
water
food
clothes
fire

Appendix A

water
food
rope
tools

cat
blanket
dog

mum
dad

food

blanket

cat
pitcher

food
water
shelter

blanket
dog

bacon
picture

food

blanket

games

food and water

blanket

pitcher

food and water
bow and arrow

something to make a fire
wood and hay to make shelter

pictures and memories

clothing and water

very small blanket

something that reminds me of home

h2o and food
clothes

cloth
blanket
pillow

Picture of my family

water
food
shelter

sweater
family
friends

a warm room

water bottles
food
tent
weapons

bow to hunt

an object

food and water
clothes
something to start a fire
knife or gun to hunt

small pillow
blanket

rock or tree piece

my parents
clothes
water
food

stuffed animal
dog
some logs to build a bed
pillow

tent
some logs to build a cabin

food
water
blanket

blanket

Picture of my family

apple
map
shovel
pick-ax
fire

bed
dog?

mommy

house?

stuffed animal

pillow

clothes
apple
tent

???

???

knives
clothes
food
water
bow and arrows

blanket

drawing someone in your family made

yourself
water
food
house
clothes
picture
bed

happy

memories

food
clothes

blanket
pillow

stuffed animal

legos
food
friend
wood
water

pillow
blanket

stuffed animal

food
water
shelter

couch
furniture

soccer ball

food and water when I need it

blanket for when it is cold

mom and dad 'cause I need them
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food
shelter
water
1,000,000,000 dogs
warmth
furniture
stuff in a real house
mom

furniture
friends
blankets
1,000 dogs
Indian friends

special stuff

water
food
everything

dogs

courch
chairs

bed
food

shelter

bed

h2o
food
shelter

patch of grass
shelter
cats

steel chain necklace

food
water
shelter

pillow
blanket
bed
food
phone

pictures of my mom and sibilings

food

blanket

picture

food
water

stuffed animal

my family

food
water
bike
skate board
skating ramp
colong???

pillows
blankets
bed

football
cat dog

flint and steel
clothes
cup
rag
tools
cooking tools
net
fishing pole
canvas/leather
spear
bow and arrow
armor

blankets
sun hat
clothes

photograph

food
weapons
gold/ silver
skins
water
tools
clothes
tent
canvas
leather
shoes
cloth
herbs
rubber
cattle

pillow
dog

Picture of my family

food
water
cloth
tools

shelter

art

water
food
tools
clothes
weapons
tent
blankets

tent
blankets
warm clothes
shoes

art
pictures?
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food
cooking materials
weapons

tents/shelter/huts

family possessions

bottle???
knife

tent
pizza
bricks???

person???

food
water
guns
clothes
tent
tools
herbs

pillow
dog

pitcher

food
something to drink
clothes

shoes
flint to make a fire

brick or whatever a house is made of

tools-shovel, pickax, ax

leather/hides
clothes

moccasins

clothing
food

pillow
cover
pjs

dad
phone
picture of my family

food
wood
clothes
logs

blanket
pillow

animals
dirt

food
tools
clothes

doll/toy

piece of wood from my home

food
wood
spears

pillows
blanket

pictures
painting

wood
food
water

blanket
house

painting

water
food
weapons

hay/bed
person
blanket
light
shoes
pet

family that came along
picture
game

maps
flashlight
food
clothes

blankets and pillows
stuffed animals

picture of my family and me

food
weapons
clothes

bed

old toys

matches
food
drink
wood
fire
shoes

clothes
pillow

object
picture
song

clothing
bedding
pots and pans
water jug
matches

pillow

picture

food

blanket???

picture of family

water
food
clothes
shoes

blanket
pillow

family

food
pigs

bed???

painting
toys
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water
food
cloth
pillow

clothes
blankets
shoes
pillow

stuffed animal
blankets
picture of your family

Water
food
First Evangelical Lutheran clothes

toys
children
watch tv

pictures

food
clothes

blankets

toys

food
water
clothes
my soard???
soap
water

my blanky
my medicine

my shark tooth

my cat
food
water
clothes

my blanky

the Bible

food
water
tools
my dog
coat
family
first aid

???
the Bible

food

matress

my dog
Bible

book
tools
weapons
food
horse

blanket

picture

water
gun
tools
seeds
clothing

fur
pillow
blanket

blanket
Bible

water
gun
tools
seeds
clothing

pillow
blanket
stuffed

food
water
weapons
tools
clothes

clothes made out of animal skin

a family picture

food
weapons

clothes
my family

Bible

food
water
weapons

my art
my family

picture

axes
clothes
animals
tools
rafts
charcoal

pillows
blankets
chairs
needle
thread

pictures

pots and pans
flint
extra wood
coal
fabric

blanket
cotton
leather
needle and thread

books
recipes

shirts
bed
food

blanket
gun
candles

pictures
wagon

Total Responses:

54
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food
water
weapons
clothing
animals

blankets
clothing

picture
your most prized possession

passport
food
shirt
clothes
beds

blanet
gun
candle

pictures
wagons
family
animals

water
pots and pans
wood
axes
clothes
tools
cattle
coal
fabric

blankets
pillows
leather
furniture
needle and thread

pictures
books
recipes

shirt
food
pot
cup
seeds
bed

blanket
clothes
gun
candle

pictures
family
wagons
animals

clothes
shelter
axes
saws
cloth for preasure if they got hurt
food
water
weapon for protection

wool
blanket

something that your family had

food
water
shelter
ax
bow and arrow

blankets

pottery

clothes
food
water
cows
a dog
???

???

???

gun powder
lead guns
clothes
fishing poles

pillow

Bible

food
water

furs

peace of wheat?

food
water
crossbow

my phone

my blanket

food
clothes
tools

blanket
my dead ferret
music box

my sand necklace
shells I got at the beach
my barn nails?
pocket knives

cloth

toy
pet
cat

Total Responses:

La Crescent Montessori

19

cloth
food
water
bowls
bag
tools
weapons
fishing gear
furs
money
matches
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clothes
food
weapons
something important to you

blankets
pillows
dog

a leaf from a tree
my dogs
my art

food
clothes
shoes
tools

my blanket
my phone

my cat
pictures of grandparents
my brother

food
water
knife
dog food
axe
gun
ammo
money
trunk
fur
medicine
tools
flint and steel
scissors/ clippers
wood

clothing
blanket
pillow

drawing of family
dog

food
water
clothing

my chicken

my blanket
my dog

food
extra clothing
wood
water
plate, bowls, ect.

blankets
shoes
bed

toy
pet
books

food
clothing
wood
water
tools
weapons
animals

blankets
something from family

toy
writings from family

food
knives
rope
matches
health supplies
shoes
purifying waterbottle

blanket
coat
sleeping bag
hairtie

stuffed animal of dog

clothing
blankets
tools
shoes

blankets
hoodies

pictures
my cat

axe
knife
food
water
gun
gun powder
cattle
horse
sword
dog
money
shoes
clothes
medication
tools
trunk
flint and steel
parot
bamboo pole

blankets
pillows
clothes
shoes

a rock
a wood carving
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clothing shoes
books
blankets
tools
medical supplies

blankets
tea
hammer

pictures
paper to write letters

food
clothing
water
toothbrush
deoderant
hair brush
peroxide

my blanket and some picture of my family

pictures
blanket

food
clothing
water

blanket/pillow

picture of my family
baby blanket

saw/some sort of ranged tool
some dry or long lasting food
clothes

jars
blanket

my tools at home

clothes
shoes
food
blankets
phone
toothbrush
band-aids

pics of families
my bed
pet
art supplies

pic of home
pic of families
and old pic of wood from the house

hammer/saws
food
water
cake-birthdays mom and dad

blankets
pillows
shower
bed
open
shouts
so I don't?

snow pants
pittens
summer, spring winter [clothes?]
my dog

grain
cattle
fishing gear
house building tools

pets

family heirloom
cuddly dog

food
clothes

blankets

clothes
tools
animals
first aid
food
medicine
bandages
fire starter

furniture
shelter
family

picture
dog
games

clothes
protection
backpack to carry all my stuff
food to eat
water to drink
some pets like a dog

planket and pillow

pets

food/water (baked beans)
knife/axe
oil lamp
boots with spurs (we're going west)

pillow/bed
chair
oil lamp

my blanket
my cats

food
clothes
tools
tools to hunt

pets
blank?

art

clothes
axe for protection and lumber
food
blanket
friend

friend
pillow
blanket

pic of my house
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clothes
axe
food
blanket for sheltar
my dog
guinea pig
friend
medicine

pillow
blanket
stuffed animal

my pets and friend

blanket

food

picture of family

food
water
pencil
notebook
fishing pole

pillow
clothes
jacket
blanket

family picture

food and water
flint and steel
clothes
medicine

blanket
bed
bug spray
pillows
tent

present from someone
a picture

coat
food
water
clothes
knife
match

pillow
blanket
light tent

painting of your family

water
candle
flint
steel
an ax
a pot
charcoal
bow and arrows
steel shards
fishing polls

pillow
blanket/ quilt
lacrosse stick and ball

a pictrue of my sis, dog, mom, and dad

food
fishing pole
chicken meat
corn seeds
cow meat
wheat seed
turkey meat

clothes
bed

picture

food
water

blanket
pillow

picture
toy

food
computer
pizza
car
salad

bed
???

picture

berries
water
guns
walking stick
lantern
meat

pillow
blanket
bug spray

pic
necklace?

guns
equipment for it
food
clothes
knife
water
tent-things/canvas, pegs, hammer
ax
nails
charcoal
first aid kit type thing
lantern
pans

Pillow and blankets

picture of family

Total Responses:
Emerson Elementary

31
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food
gun
silverware
paper and pencil
clothes
shoes

blanket and pillow

picture

clothes
water
food
money
bow and arrow
knife
lantern

blankets
pillow
books

teddy bear aka Mr. Snuggles
pictures

fur clothes
food
water
money

furs
pillow
blanket

a family picture (s)

clothing
food
water
furs
money
trading items
weapons

furs
pillow
blanket

family picture

water
staff
food

fur
pillow
friends

pot
walking stick

Food

sleeping bag

leaf

food
water
pillow
clothes

pillow

picture they could have drawn

food

pillow
blanket

family picture

water bottle
food
thermos of coffee

bean bag chairs
sleeping bag
pillows

my baby blanket/kermit

water
food
blanket

pillows

chairs

axe
food
water

blanket

???

water
food

blanket

family picture

food
water

jacket
bag of ice

photo of my family

clothes

blankets

lucky rock

clothes
food
water

pillow
blanket

picture of family

clothes like sweatshirt, jacket, t-shirt
short sleve shirt, pants, shorts,hat
water

blanket
pillow
stuffed animal
pj
sleepers

family picture
locket necklace
locket bracelet
family calandar

food
water
shelter

blanket
books
clothes

toy

knife

pelt overcoat

sketchbook

food
knife
tools
clothing

quilt

photos
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blanket
pillow
clothes-short sleve, jacket, hat, shorts stuffed animal
long sleeve shirt, pants
pjs
water
slippers

family picture
locket
matching bracelets
ring
souvenir

tools
hatchet
knife

blankets
clothing
shoes

family pic

camera
food

blanket

family picture

clothes
food
water

Pillow and blankets

picture

food
water
clothes

blanket
pillow

picture of family

food
clothes
water

blanket
pillow

picture of parents

food
water
weapons
clothes

sleeping bag
tent

picture of family

food

pillows
water

picture from your house

food
water
weapons
clothes

sleeping bag
tent

map
picture of family

axe

pillow

drawing

food
clothes
water
tools

blanket

pot

tent
axe
food
water

blanket
sleeping bag
pillow

stuffed animal

water
food
phone

blanket
clothes
pillows

axe

food and water and things that are
full of nutrition

violin because I play violin

photo of my family

weapons for hunting

clothes and blankets and pillows

a lamp from home

food and water

blanket

car?

food
water
clothes
shelter
axe
shovel
matches
torch

books
blanket
matress

pic of family

food and water

blankets and clothes

a pot

water
food
lantern

Pillow and blankets
clothes

picture

food

blanket

picture

animal

picture

food
water
Total Responses:

50
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SOTA

clothes
food
water
shoes
trading things
blankets
pillow
money

Ava

picture

dog
blanket
clothes
food
water
bug spray
money
soccer ball
basketball

dog
pillow
blanket
friend
paint
seeds
canvas

dog
fish
book
pillow
bed
planket
jacket
desk
light
writing material

food
books
clothes
wood
seeds
pillows

sleeping bag
pillows

painting
pet

food
clothing
seeds
axe
rope
cattle or herds
greed

chair
bed
sink
shower
door

picture
photo album
family
pets

food
axe
rope
seed
herd
clothing

chair
bed
sink
shower
door

picture
photo album
family
pets

clothes
cloth
food
water
important things
blankets
pillow

things from home

pictures

food
water
hunting supplies
spare parts
blanket/ 1 extra
pair of clothes
axe
pickaxe or knife

dog Kya
football
books

picture of my family

food
water
clothes
blanket
people
weapon
axe

cats/dogs
bed
pillows
shoes

picture
memory
flat screen tv
x box
computer

food
drink
clothes

sleeping bag
camper

house
people

food
water

tent
pillow
blanket

pets
food
drink
pillow
blanket

a trusty hatchet
bow and some arrows

bed
neck pad

picture
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house
tree
food
clothes
water
beds
plates
spoons
fors
knives
wood
work
book

to have a lot of windows
a lot of blue stuff
stuff family?
a lot of books
pillow and blankets

my room
family picture

dog
clothes
seaschells
pillow
blanket
bug spray
money
soccerball
pinecone
water
seeds

my dog
clothes
pillow
bug spray
money
water
bed
book

pinecone
seashell
dog
soccer ball
book

water
food
clothes
tents
coat
horses/carriage?
bow and arrows
things to trade
gun

blanket or sleeping bag
pillow
book
journal

family picture
stuffed animal
pet

food and tools

clothes and blankets

pictures and keepsakes

water
food
seeds
clothes
tools

pillows
blankets
books

books
photos
stuffed animal

bed
cloth

pillow
blanket

pictures of family and other things

food
water
clothes
people
blanket

cats
computer
bed
shoes

cats
picture
memory
family

food and water
clothes
wood/flint

blanket
bed
pillow

my horse
pictures of family and friends
stuff that my family member or friends gave me

food
water
clothes
blanket
people

shoes
bed

picture
memory
family
pet
friends

lantern/matches
dog
shoes/clothes/socks
food
weapon
water
ax
building supplies

pillow
blanket
toy
sleeping bag

wood
pictures
names

axe
food
water
clothes
blanket
paper

bed
blankets
pillow
bow

picture

food
drinks
extra clothes

pillow
blanket
sleeping bag

picture of home
pets
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a small bed
weapon
food
garden tools
axe

bed stuff
my toys

a picture of home

food
blanket
1 extra clothes
water
axe
hunting stuff
knife
spare parts for wagons

books
football
pillow
Nelly (our dog)
Gabby

picture of friends and family

my friends

blanket and pillow

my pets
jewelry

food
water

wool yarn

family member

food food food food
water water water and more food

fire starter
cloths
food x12
water water

family
cat
Anna
Odessa
Jennifer
Scarlet
animals
food x3
water x9

food
clothes
horse
dog
hairbrush
water
bow and arrow
coat

blanket
pillow
another hairbrush
stuffed animal

pictures of home
Morgan and Scarlett
hairbrush
Mike
my dogs

food lots x 10000
water lots x 10000
clothes lots x 10000

pillow and blanket
bed
warm coat

bear
my stuffed animal

food and water

clothes
pillow
shoes
blanket

mom
dad
pets

food and water

clothes
shoes
coat
gloves
hat
pillows
blankets

mom
pets
book
picture

bows and arrows
gun

bed
blanket
warm clothes
horse and dogs

accessories

nature expert?
clothes
food
knife
tools
toilet
sink
shower

my blanket
bed
house
personal items
heating and cooling system

mom
dad
Gavin
dog
hamster
hermit crabs

food
knife
axe
coal
hammer
map
nails

pets
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winter clothes
food
water
rope
matress
axe
shovel
normal clothes
flint
bucket
canteen
lantern

blanket
pillow
candy
sugar
chair

pet rat

axe
food
gun
clothes
wool
coats
knife
money
pail
traps
pickaxe x3

furs
pillow
dogs
scorpion
ingredients
nails
hammer
electriciy
electronics
school
power plant
staff
legos
books

ect.

clothes
toothbrush
water
food
coat

pillow
blanket
pet
bed

my stuffed animal
dogs
pictures

food
seeds
water
paper
lantern
bucket

blanket
pillow
bed

super cheesey I heart Europe souvenier

cloth
coal, wood, charcoal
food
water
animal hides
strig
oil
storage boxes
medicine
flint
candles
canteen

Total Responses:

40

guns
cloths
blakent
PCH
Southern Bluffs Elementar axe

fodoes?
a spechiel object

blanket
seeds
stuff trade
knife
gun
food
((pictures))

fur clouthes

a gun

food
water
cloths
knife

knife
gun
blankets

knife

food
water
pot to pee in and go number 2
also fire wood! :)

A blanket
pillow
me stuffed animals
and weapon

A pic of my family and my dogs
((PICTURES ON BACK))
**blanket, pillow, water, food, stuffed animal,
pic of family, pot, fire wood, weapon, smiley
face**
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((PICTURES))
*buger, what looks like a spear*

((PICTURE))
possibly a table or a bed?

((PICTURE))
possibly a photograph?

plates
gun
water
knife
cloths
food
fire wood
flint n steel

blanket

bird
knife

((pictures))
burger
water bottle

((PICTURE))
bed

((pictures))
pillow
my dog

food
water
cloths
pillow
blanket
tooth brush
seeds
wood
hair brush
tent

mom
dad
cream puff
blanket
bed
Kayti
Grandma
friends

Pichure
stuffed animals
tools
plates
silver ware

plates
pillow
blacket
play with a knife
clothes
and a gun

pillow
knife
gun

knife
pillow
gun

A lot of food
something to play with
knives
axe
good wood to rub and burn

blankets
a pillow
clothes
gun

something I made with my mom or my dad

Food
water
bow and arrow
seeds
gun
knife
fire wood
stuff to trade

blanket
furs
sleeping bag
pillow

drawing
storries
clothing
jewlery

Supplies for building a home
bow and arrow
seeds
knife
stuff to trade
clothes

sleeping bag

drawing

spears
seeds
containers
furs
knives
stuff to trade
clothes

furs

drawing

knife

bowling ball

picture of my family or my animals

food
water
fire wood
pots
pans
((pictures))

A blanket and a weapon
A stuffed animal that I made
pillow
((pictures))

Little things from each member of my family
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((pictures))
donut
paint
watermelon
iPad
clothes
knife

my blanket
Ba ba

puppy

I will need food and water
((pictures))
chicken wing, watermelon, water

pillow
blanket

toys
((pictures))
toy car and xbox controller

I will need food
((picture))
banana and orange

I will need a blanket

Traps

Hatchet
boots
winter clothes
pots/utensils/plates

blanket
pillow
hair tie
furniture (bed)

photo album
books

animal skins
lumber
((picture))
animal skins, tools, axe, wood

animal skins
lumber
axe

portrats caford
letter

food
water
knife
cloths

blanket
pillow

painting of house

phone
wifi
outlet
charger
money $$

bed
pillow
blanket

fish
special animals

food
water
knife

blanket
pillow

Charlie and Lucy
photo

Food
Clows

Plows
blanks
bed

photos of family
((picture of house on back))

food
water

pig and cow

bed

family
pillow
food

blanket
books
pet

stuffed animal
pictures

my phone
MONEY
my charger
wifi
outlet

bed
pillow
blanket

a house
the mall

food
water
bow and arrow
clothes

pillow
blanket

picture of your family

food

a pgor(?)

a game

food
water
ink
clothes
money
plates
chips
paper
coller
dog stuff

blanket
bed
pillow
dog

pick
diary
books
letters
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money
paper
tools
ink
clothes
pillow
water
cups
pots
blanket
food

lion
pets
lumber
bed

dog collar
memos
portirate
storys
decoration
letter

food
water
weapens

pillow
blanket

picture of home

food
clean water
paper and ink
kettle (something to cook with)

blanket
animal skins
clothes

hand drawn
portrit
decoration from home
written letter from a family member

food
clean water
paper and ink
something to cook with

blanket
animal skins
clothes

little portrait
little statue or decoration
letter from family member

food and water

bed (portable)

((scratched out))
french hat
money
gold
photo or picture

seeds
money
water
spear
medicen
axe
bow

deer hide
blinket

painting

clothes
food
water
seeds
gun

my blanket
a piece of the house etc.
deer on my wall

a picture
a piece of wood

food
toys
water

bed
couch

mony
gun

food
***incomprehensible**

**incomprehensible**

Bea (?)

drinable water
seeds
meat
medican

dear hyde

bow

axe
gun

blanket
or a painting

flag
and maybe a painting

clothes
tools to build shelter
plant
protect

blanket

pictures of family

medicare
food and water
blanket
with pillow
((pictures))

bed with a book

toys
picter
and gun

money
water

bear rug
bed
Cumtidr

Picsher
Sord

Food
Clothes

Blanket
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Total Responses:
TOTAL STUDENTS

Axe
food
clothes
spear
bow
mechete
to cut tall grass
((pictures of dreees, people, and ani

a house and a gas and a wood stove
((pictures of house))

a log and a pillow

food
water
saw

bear skin rug (picture(

X-saw

water
food
axe
(pictures)

bed

dirt

food
logs
clothes

blanket

pictures

clothes
food

blanket

pich
pictures

50
258
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acceptable
risk, or
c. the protocol contains or is likely to contain procedures that may place human subjects at
greater than minimal risk; however, the risk(s) are outweighed by the sum of the
anticipated benefits of the research.
2.  
APPROVAL NOT GRANTED
The following IRB members participated in this review:
On behalf of the board:

IRB Chairperson or Coordinator Signature

Date

NARRATIVE STATEMENT—Evaluations for [art]ifact: where history meets art
Ariel Beaujot, 19102015
[art]ifact is a project that takes objects from the La Crosse County Historical Society that
were made locally in La Crosse (examples include a stapleless stapler, Hmong knife,
Ho Chunk drum, Imperial camera) and pairs them with local artists who will interpret the
objects and their history in a piece of art. The object, the art, and a historical
interpretation will be presented together at the Pump House Regional Arts Center for 8
weeks from February to April, 2016. Students from the UWL Public and Policy History
program in the Department of History are currently working on creating educational
programming and evaluations for exhibit visitors. There are three groups working on this
project: 1) the education group that is planning educational programs and evaluations
for students at three key stages of the exhibit (frontend, summative, and post), 2) the
curatorial group that will evaluate general public visitors, 3) the PR and marketing group
that will be interviewing and evaluating the artist's’ work before the exhibition for use in
social media and other publications. The evaluations and interviews will be used in
three ways: 1) to make any necessary changes to the exhibit components while it is
open 2) to research the overall effectiveness of the exhibit once it is closed 3) to collect
information on the process taken by the artist’s to be used for promotion and
publication. All of these materials will also be used for possible publication in academic
and popular journals and magazines.
The investigators are as follows:
Ariel Beaujot
Peggy Derrick
Education groupCalli Niemi, Rebekah Bain
Curatorial groupCallie O’Connor, Alyssa Spiering
PR and MarketingAriel Reker, James North, Mercedes Fowler
1. Procedures:
A. Education evaluations will begin in December with frontend evaluations at La
Crescent Montessori Academy in fourth grade classrooms. This evaluation will
consist of five questions based on the three learning objectives that the
education group wants the students to gain from the exhibit. It will provide
information on any misconceptions or gaps in knowledge that need to be
addressed in the education content. The summative evaluations will be
conducted during students visits in March and April and will provide information
on aspects of the exhibit that must be changed. This evaluation will have several
components, including information gathered from a KWL chart (what is known

coming in, what students want to learn, and what they did learn from the exhibit),
observations, and the completion of projects. The final evaluation will be
implemented by teachers in their classrooms a month after field trips to the
exhibit. The postevaluation will be a brief Google Form quiz. This evaluation will
test students’ retention and gage the effectiveness of the education
programming.
B. The curatorial group will conduct brief exit surveys of general public visitors to the
exhibit. The survey will be on an iPad placed toward the exit of the exhibit. Paper
surveys will also be available. This will create a random sample ranging
throughout the duration of the exhibit. This survey will seek information on what
visitors enjoyed, learned, and understood. The information gained through these
surveys will emphasis any aspects of the exhibit that must be changed to
increase efficiency.
C. 
The PR group will be conducting interviews with the fifteen artists at their studios
at the end of January, or about half way through their allotted completion time.
These interviews will consist of questions about their inspiration, process, and
anything they have learned. Photographs will be taken of their studio and any
work they have completed. The information gained through these interviews will
be used in social media campaigns to promote the project. This information will
also be used in any follow up research and publications.
2.

he subject population
T
A. The education group will be working with local students, largely from the 4th
grade. The focus on 4th grade matches Wisconsin State Standards which
focuses on local history and fine arts. Students will come from local public and
private schools.
B. The curatorial group will have a survey available to community members that visit
the exhibit. The survey will be on an iPad that will be at the exhibit for the entire
duration of eight weeks. Paper surveys will also be available. The subject
population will be a random sample. All visitors to the exhibit will have the
opportunity to complete a survey. However, this will not be mandatory.
C. The PR group will be working with the fifteen local artists that will be creating
artwork for the exhibit.

3.
Vulnerable populations

subjects

The only vulnerable population in this group is the 4th grade students. But the questions
asked will be innocuous and not disturb or disrupt this population in any way. Teachers
will administer the surveys and they can decide whether or not their students should
answer the questions or not.

4.

oluntary Informed Consent
V
A. Participation in this study is voluntary, and participants may withdraw at any time.
Informed consent will be obtained from the schools and teachers bringing in
student groups. These groups will be informed of the evaluations and potential
research upon signing up for the program.
B. Participation in this study is voluntary, and participants may withdraw at any time.
The survey will be on an iPad at the exit of the exhibit. Paper copies will also be
available. At the beginning of the survey, participants will be informed that their
participation is voluntary and answers may be used in research. Participants will
select to give their consent before beginning the survey. They will be informed
that they can exit the iPad or paper survey at any time if desired.
C. Artists agreed to interviews, photographs, and evaluations of their work that
could be used in social media campaigns or publications in their contract signed
in November 2015. This will be reviewed with the artists before beginning the
interview.
The Informed Consent Form, a list of evaluation questions, and artist contracts are
included as part of this proposal.

5. P
rocedures to Ensure Confidentiality
Subjects of the education and curatorial groups will be informed from the beginning that
their evaluation will be
confidential. No names will be recorded and responses will

remain anonymous. Artists have been informed through their contract that their names
and work are subject to publication on social media and other outlets. Their consent
was given through the artist contract.
6. Anticipated risks and inconvenience
There are no anticipated risks to subjects. Written evaluations will take no more than 10
minutes. Observations of student groups will provide no inconvenience as those
observing will have minimal contact with the students.
7. T
here is no need to 
minimize
risks for the subjects as they will be at no risk in this
study.
8. Anticipated Benefits
The benefits to the undergraduate students, their research, and the resulting exhibition
are that they will better understand the needs and wants of the exhibit visitors, ranging
from student groups to the general community, as well as the process taken by artists

dealing with historic artifacts. The evaluations will allow for the exhibit to be adjusted to
better suit the visitors. The interviews will provide valuable insight into the artistic
process, and particularly, how artists were able to interpret objects and history. The
research from evaluations and the interviews will benefit the undergraduate students
who can then present their findings at conferences, publish their findings, or use their
gained knowledge in future careers. The professor of the class may benefit because
these evaluations of exhibit visitors and artist interviews may be used as examples in
research and teaching articles that she will write up about the project. The Historical
Society may benefit by the expanded knowledge about how their artifacts resonate with
various groups within the community, including students and artists. The Pump House
will benefit from having an exhibit that draws more people into their establishment. The
Pump House will also be able to examine the process taken by artists. The community
who comes to see the exhibit will benefit from the deeper knowledge they receive about
the objects and the interpretation and process of local artists.

Evaluations of Visitors for [art]ifact: where history meets art
Informed Consent for the Public
Project Title:
Evaluations of student groups and community member visitors to
[art]ifact: where history meets art
Principal Investigators
: Ariel Beaujot, Peggy Derrick, Calli Niemi, Rebekah Bain,
Callie O’Connor, Alyssa Spiering
Purpose and Procedure:
I am conducting research through evaluations of local student groups and community
member visitors visiting the [art]ifact project.
[art]ifact is a project that takes objects from the La Crosse County Historical Society that
were made locally in La Crosse and pairs them with local artists who will interpret the
objects and their history in a piece of art. The object, the art, and a historical
interpretation will be presented together at the Pump House Regional Arts Center for 8
weeks from February to April, 2016. Students from the UWL Public and Policy History
program in the Department of History are currently working on the history of the object.
In keeping with the ethical standards for doing research with human subjects this
consent form describes the project and asks for your permission to allow me to use
information from your evaluations. These evaluations may be used in two ways: 1) they
may be used to make improvements to the exhibit content and accompanying activities
2) they be used in followup research on the effectiveness of the exhibit content and
extra programming. Feel free to ask questions about any aspect of the project.
1. I have been informed that the purpose of this research is to gather information on
the effectiveness of the exhibition content and extra programming.
2. I have been informed that no risk or discomfort are foreseen for me as a
participant of this study.
3. I have been informed that this research may benefit the local community, the
historical society, the Pump House, the researcher, and the professor of the UWL
class that is conducting this research by expanding knowledge about visitor
experiences.
4. I have been informed that I may choose not to name myself as part of this
project.
5. I understand that my participation in [art]ifact is completely voluntary and that I
am free to withdraw at any time without consequence.

6. I have been informed that participation in this research will require 10 minutes to
an hour of my time.
7. I have been informed that the content in the evaluations may be used for
research purposes and could be published anonymously.
Please sign the form
I understand the project and grant permission to use my course material
Participant:
Date:
OR
I understand the project and do not grant permission to use my course material
Participant:
Date:
Researcher:
Date:
Questions regarding study procedures may be directed to Ariel Beaujot, the principal
investigator.
Questions regarding the protection of human subjects may be addressed to the UWLa
Crosse Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, (6087858124
or 
irb@uwlax.edu
).

Interviews of artists for [art]ifact: where history meets art
Informed Consent for Artists
Project Title:
Evaluations and Interviews of artists for [art]ifact: where history meets art.
Principal Investigators:
Ariel Beaujot, Ariel Reker, Mercedes Fowler, and James North
Purpose and Procedure:
I am conducting research through evaluations and interviews of local artists participating
in the [art]ifact project.
[art]ifact is a project that takes objects from the La Crosse County Historical Society that
were made locally in La Crosse and pairs them with local artists who will interpret the
objects and their history in a piece of art. The object, the art, and a historical
interpretation will be presented together at the Pump House Regional Arts Center for 8
weeks from February to April, 2016. Students from the UWL Public and Policy History
program in the Department of History are currently working on the history of the object.
In keeping with the ethical standards for doing research with human subjects this
consent form describes the project and asks for your permission to allow me to use
information from your interviews and evaluations. These interviews may be used in two
ways: 1) to promote the exhibit on social media or other media outlets 2) for research
and publication following the exhibit. Feel free to ask questions about any aspect of the
project.
8. I have been informed that the purpose of this research is to gather information on
the artistic process.
9. I have been informed that no risk or discomfort are foreseen for me as a
participant of this study.
10. I have been informed that this research may benefit the local community, the
historical society, the Pump House, the researcher, and the professor of the UWL
class that is conducting this research by expanding knowledge about artist
experiences.
11. I have been informed that my name will be used as part of this project.
12. I understand that my participation in [art]ifact is covered by contract.
13. I have been informed that participation in this research will require 30 minutes to
an hour of my time.
14. I have been informed that these interviews may be recorded and photographed,
that I have the option of stopping completion of the evaluation at anytime. I have

been informed that the content in the evaluations may be used for media
campaigns and research purposes and will not be published anonymously.
Please sign the form
I understand the project and grant permission to use my course material
Participant:
Date:
OR
I understand the project and do not grant permission to use my course material
Participant:
Date:
Researcher:
Date:
Questions regarding study procedures may be directed to Ariel Beaujot, the principal
investigator.
Questions regarding the protection of human subjects may be addressed to the UWLa
Crosse Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, (6087858124
or 
irb@uwlax.edu
).

Curatorial Group Survey Questions
How can we make this exhibit better?
Did you find all of the information accessible (readable, understandable, and inclusive)?
A. Yes
B. No, Explain
Which ipad activities did you interact with?
A. Factory Photos
B. Knife Video
C. Quilt Quiz
D. Bottle Presentation
E. None
Would you change them in any way?
Did the art pieces help you understand local history in a different way?
After visiting this exhibit how would you answer the question “Why do we need things?”
Education Group FrontEnd Evaluation
What grade are you in? _____________________
1. Why do we make objects? What needs do they fulfill?
2. What can objects tell us about the people who use them?
3. What is the purpose of art?
4. What can art tell us about history?
5. What do you know about La Crosse’s history?
6. What questions did you find difficult? What questions did you find easy? Why?
Education Group Observation Checklist
Checklist form (mark YES or NO box):
Students read panels
Students can read the panels alone
Panels are at an appropriate height
Artwork is at an appropriate height
Students are engaged with artwork
Artifacts are placed at an appropriate height
Students are engaged with artifacts
Students are interested in the iPads
Students are using the iPads in expected way
Students are interested in the timeline

Students are using the timeline in the expected way
Students are having conversations with peers about exhibit
Students are engaged with provided activities
Fill in
Are the students drawn to particular pieces of art?
Are the students drawn to particular artifacts?

Education Group Post Evaluation (Google Forms)
What are historians? 
(multiple choice)

people who use clues to figure out life in the past
 people who tell made up stories
 people who work in museums
 people who lived in the past
What is an artifact?
(multiple choice)

any object made by a human
 an object that comes out of nature
 an object made in a factory
 an object made by an animal
What can an artifact tell historians?
(multiple choice)

artifacts help us see what life was like in the past
 artifacts whisper stories in their ears
 artifacts tell historians what life will be like in the future
 artifacts tell us exactly what people were thinking
What does ‘media’ mean to an artist? 
(multiple choice)

the materials an artist uses to create art
 in the middle
 social networking and TV news
 the inspiration for the art
What can art tell us about history? (
fill in the blank)
What artifact was your favorite? Why? 
(drop down and fill in the blank)
What artwork was your favorite? Why?
(drop down and fill in the blank)

PR and Marketing Group Artist Interview Questions
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What medium are you using and why?
How does your art reflect the history of the object?
How does your art help us understand La Crosse in a new way?
Which aspect of the object’s history inspired you most?
Was the research provided sufficient, or did you do any more personally?
○ If yes, what did you find and would you be willing to share it with the associated
historian?
Was there an aspect of the object’s history that surprised you?
Will you continue to use history to inspire your art?
What do you think of the exhibit overall?
What do you think of the mixing of art and history?
Do you have any suggestions for future exhibits like this?
Do you find it appropriate to mix art and history?
○ If no, why?
○ If yes, what aspects of this do you think benefit the public most?
What space do you like to use as a studio?
Do you consider art accessible for all audiences?
How do you think your art could be incorporated into an activity for 4th graders?
Is art your primary field?
○ If no, what else do you do?
Why do you think art and history exhibits are usually so different and why?
○ What can be done to make both more similar/accessible?
Who do you create for?
Why do you create?
What drew you to this project?
Have you enjoyed your experience so far?
○ If no, what can we do to help make this as positive as possible?
PR and Marketing Group Artist Contract
[art]ifact: where history meets art
Exhibition Contract

[art]ifact: where history meets art
i
s an exhibition presented through the partnership of La Crosse County
Historical Society (LCHS), Pump House Regional Arts Center (Pump House), and University of Wisconsin 
La Crosse (UWL). These three partners are herein referenced as “[art]ifact”.
This AGREEMENT is entered into between [art]ifact and 
__________________________________
(hereafter called "Artist") regarding original art specifically commissioned by [art]ifact from the Artist
(hereafter called the "Work").

The Artist certifies that the Work will be original work, not previously shown, and not subject to copyright by
anyone else. The Artist grants [art]ifact rights to the Work as delineated below, with provision for
compensation as delineated below.
The Artist agrees to meet the following obligations according to the timeline included in this agreement.

Artworks
The Artist agrees to create Work as inspired by an assigned historical object and its history. The Work must
be appropriate for viewing and study by students K12 as well as the general public. All Works must be
ready for installation at time of delivery. Twodimensional Works must be ready to hang with wire.
SIZE HERE
The Pump House reserves the right to refuse any Works, at their sole discretion, deemed inappropriate,
unsafe, or otherwise not within the guidelines for this exhibition.
Delivery, Installation & Pickup
Delivery and pickup of the Work (if not sold) are the responsibility of the Artist, and must take place during
the assigned times as listed herein. Installation of the Work is the responsibility of [art]ifact.
Liability and Insurance
[art]ifact will exercise the same degree of care with respect to the Work as it does with the care of its own
property of the same or similar nature. As the Pump House Regional Arts Center is an older building, we
require you to notify us of any special conservation concerns with respect to your Work. Insurance of the
Work is the Artist’s responsibility.
Artist Stipend
[art]ifact agrees to provide the Artist $200.00 toward the purchase of materials needed to complete the
Work. This stipend will be paid within 30 days of receipt of this completed contract and Artist’s W9.
Sales, Commissions, Sponsorships and Residual Income
All Work must be for sale. “Not for Sale” (NFS) items will not be allowed.
Artist will receive a 60% commission on the sale of their Work. The remaining 40% will go to La Crosse
County Historical Society. The Pump House will manage artwork sales and will issue checks to Artist and to
LCHS within ten (10) business days following the close of the exhibit.
Local business sponsorships of individual historical objects will accrue to UWL. Sponsoring local businesses
will have first right of refusal on the Work produced in association with their sponsored historical object.
The Artist will pay a 25% commission to La Crosse County Historical Society on all works commissioned or
sold following the exhibit closing for a period of six months when such sales are the result of a contact made
by or through the exhibit.
Awards
Four awards will be presented at the Opening Gala in the following categories: Best Connection: $250
(strong incorporation of the object’s history in the new piece); Best Transformation: $100 (object represented
as something very different); Best Renewal: $75 (object represented as same item in modern times); and
Honorable Mention: $50.
Rights & Conditions
[art]ifact reserves the right to photograph and reproduce the Work for publicity, catalogue, website, archival,
academic publications, and/or grant reporting purposes and educational purposes. The digital images

become property of [art]ifact and will not be returned. [art]ifact further reserves the right not to display every
piece submitted.
All materials are subject to editing by [art]ifact, including publicity text, descriptions, title, and images.

Media and Mailings
[art]ifact will provide marketing for the exhibition including distribution of press releases, posters, tearsheets,
and postcards in addition to a social media campaign. If the Artist elects to promote by additional printed
materials (postcards, posters, etc.), such items will be at Artist’s expense and designs must be approved by
[art]ifact before publication.
Opening Gala
A reception will be held February 26, 2016, 6:007:30 pm. The general public will be invited to meet and
celebrate the Artists, UWL faculty and students from the [art]ifact class, La Crosse County Historical Society
board and staff, Pump House board and staff, and sponsoring businesses. Artist attendance at this
reception is required. The reception will include talks, music, a raffle, and the presentation of artist awards.
Complimentary wine and light nosh will be provided.
Requirements and Timeline
● November 6: 
Artist must provide this signed contract and a completed form 
W9 postmarked or
hand delivered by 11/6/15 to Ariel Beaujot, Dept. of History, UWL. See contact information below.
● November 1315: Artist will be informed of assigned historic object and [art]ifact will provide Artist
with the following information about their object: photograph and material culture analysis;
annotated bibliography with PDF sources; draft didactic panels.
● November 15  February 1
: Artist creates amazing Work!
● November 17: 
On or before this date, contact Peggy Derrick, Executive Curator, and schedule an
object viewing appointment that will take place at LCHS. See contact information below.
● November 23:
Attend meeting with UWL [art]ifact class at LCHS, 6:007:00 pm.
● December 6: 
Stipend issued to Artist.
● December 22: The following written materials are due: explanation of connection between the
Work and the historic object (50 words); Short Bio (25 words); selling price of Work; medium; and
title. This information will be included in the exhibit catalogue. Submit these materials in a Word
document via email to: 
contact@artifact.org
● To Be Scheduled: Ariel Reker, UWL student facilitator of [art]ifact, will contact the Artist to
schedule a studio/workspace visit for discussion and photography of the Work in process. Photos
will be utilized in a social media campaign involving Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
● February 1: Work information due: dimensions and weight of the Work and indicate requested
manner of display (pedestal, wall space, floor space, etc.) Submit this information in a Word
document via email to: 
contact@artifact.org
● February 12:
Images due: one professional quality digital image of the Work, in jpeg format, saved
in two resolutions: 300 dpi and 72 dpi (220 X 300 dpi). Title images in the following manner:
“lastname_title_300 dpi.jpg” and “lastname_title_72dpi.jpg”. Submit jpegs as attachments to an
email to: 
contact@artifact.org
● February 22:
Artist hand delivers Work to Pump House, 119 King Street, La Crosse, WI. Delivery
will be accepted 10:00 am to 7:00 pm.
● February 23: 
Installation by [art]ifact. (For information only. Artist not present.)
● February 26: 
Opening Gala at Pump House, 6:007:30 pm. Artist must be present. Award checks
will be presented.

●

●
●

To Be Scheduled: A
rtist will speak at one of the 
Behind [art]ifact 
discussions. These artist and
historian talks at the Pump House Regional Arts Center will be open to the public and will provide an
opportunity for the Artist to share more information about their process and their art piece. Students
in the UWL [art]ifact class will present information on the historic objects. Talks will be 10 minutes
long. The dates for these talks are: February 28, March 6, April 3, April 10, and April 17, 2016.
[art]ifact will work with Artist to select the most convenient available date.
April 18: 
Artist uninstalls Work, if not sold: 10:00 am  7:00 pm.
May 2: 
Commission payments issued.
It is our pleasure to feature your work in 
[art]ifact: where history meets art
at the Pump House Regional Arts Center. We look forward to a mutually successful show.

Your signature below indicates that you have read, understand and agree to comply with all terms of this
contract. Sign and return this contract by November 6, 2015, as detailed in the Requirements and Timeline
above.
All writing, interviews, talks, and images generated by this contract may be used by [art]ifact for publicity as
well as future presentations and publications.
This contract will serve as official confirmation of your participation, and may only be modified if set in writing
and executed by both parties.
__________________________________________________
Artist Signature

_____________________
Date

Name (print): _______________________________________
Phone: ____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________

___________________________________________________
[art]ifact, by Dr. Ariel Beaujot
CHECKLIST

November
❏ 06: Signed contract and W9 form
❏ 17: Scheduled visit to La Crosse County Historical Society
❏ 23: Visit UWL Class
December
❏ 22: Catalogue information provided
January
❏ Scheduled visit from Ariel Reker
February
❏ 01: Artwork information provided

_____________________
Date

❏
❏
❏
❏
March
❏
April
❏
❏
❏
❏

12: Professional quality photos submitted
22: Deliver art piece
26: Opening Gala
28: 
Behind [art]ifact: 
Artist/Historian Talk One
6: 
Behind [art]ifact: 
Artist/Historian Talk Two
3: 
Behind [art]ifact: 
Artist/Historian Talk Three
10: 
Behind [art]ifact: 
Artist/Historian Talk Four
17: 
Behind [art]ifact: 
Artist/Historian Talk Five and last day exhibit is open
18: Takedown exhibit

[art]ifact: where history meets art
www.artifact.org
contact@artifact.org

PARTNER CONTACT INFORMATION
UWL
LCHS

Dr. Ariel Beaujot
Peggy Derrick, Executive Curator
403A Carl Wimberly Hall La Crosse County Historical Society
State Street
145 West Avenue S
La Crosse, WI, 54601
La Crosse, WI 54601
6087856798
Office: 6087821980
abeaujot@uwlax.edu
Cell: 6087990033

peggy@lchshistory.org
Ariel Reker
216D Reuter Hall
1824 La Crosse St.
La Crosse, WI 54601
5072205105
reker.arie@uwlax.edu

Pump House
Toni Asher, Executive Director
Pump House
Regional 
Arts Ctr. 1725
119 King Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
6087851434
toni@thepumphouse.org
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School

Favorite historical artifact

Because

Favorite art piece

Because

Coulee Montessori
Northside

Hmong Skirt

it's pretty

trunk

it's cool

Leona

it's a very beautiful dress, well not a dress
but it helps
women use the bathroom instead of taking
off all their
clothes for an hour
pleated skirt

it's beautiful, is a Hmong traditional
clothing and history

Hmong Skirt

I like how the picture was inspired by it

trunk

It has creative monsters

knife

it's awesome

knife

it's awesome

we learned about art
Hmong Skirt

it was beautiful and amazing

Hmong Skirt

muff

Hmong Skirt

my best friend has one

monster art

I like all the creativity in it

the chest

It was cool and I like art

monster art

I love art

the fur bag

it was cool and I shoot them

the dress-not the wedding dress

It was very pretty. I also like it because it
was old and interesting.

Leona undergarment

it was cool

monster painting

it was cool

trunk

it was made shortly after my great great
aunt Julie was
born

monster painting

it has the trunk in it and it's very creative

paper fastener

it can make paper staple without a staple

Hmong knife

it is a knife

signature quilt

it was better than the paper fastener and
those two
were the only ones I got to

Hmong knife

it's awesom!

funny painting

I saw a butt

Knife

to use for death

Hmong skirt

it's pretty and it's a part of my culture

the blanket

it was very cool and it's pretty

Hmong skirt

it was worn by another woman

???

???

Hmong knife

it was super cool

Hmong skirt

it was so fancy

Hmong skirt and knife
knife

it's awesome and I now know how to make
it
cristal guy

you can see yourself

wedding dress

it was really pretty and it was unique

it is really cool! You can look through his
glasses

Hmong skirt

fur muff

everything

It just blew my mind

camera

if you look inside you find a whole bunch of
triangles

everything

It was cool, I can not describe it

everything

still too cool

Hmong skirt

I like it because it's my culture!

button clams

I got to learn about clam buttons

Logs

the logs was balancing on the way with
more logs on
the water?

Alien

Because it looked really cool

trunk

it stores stuff

Hmong skirt

it was pretty

knife

I've made one before and it's my culture.

knife

It looked cool and awesome

Hmong girls

their dresses look pretty and beautiful

drum

I like drums

loggers

I like the loggers

animal skin

I heart animals

horses

I heart animals

knife

? I like it

my picture

? I like it

steamboat
camera one

man that was ?
I loved the diamonds in it

fur muff

Most popular:

camera

glass shell picture

It was very shiney

the necklace thing (mink trap)

Hmong skirt

It was beautiful and white

monster painting

it's scary and nice

Hmong skirt

That's my culture

dress

I like to wear dresses

Hmong skirt (12)

First Evangelical Luthera Hand drum

trunk (8)
The dissie (design?) on the artifact
The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

fur muff

it is interesting

Camera

it is interesting

knife

in was made from recycled scrap metal

Harvesting the river

it was made from glass and buttons

paper fastener

I like how they did their paper

Harvesting the river

I like the colors and the design

The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

It had cool pictures

hand drum

of the shap

Harvesting the river

it is made of clam and glass

biscuit tin

I want to find out what's inside

fur muff

it was fluffy looking

knife

the story

Camera

you can see you

knife

they can be handmade

trap

they made it

fur muff

because it is very cool and warm

Camera

it's cool ??
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trunk

it's old and looks cool

heartbeat

it's neat

paper bump

no stapels to connect

fur muff

make it in something

camera

I like it because it is a bigger artifact

pleat skirt

it is real pretty

fur muff

because it is very warm

look into my eyes

he is clear inside

pearl buttons

it was hand made

Harvesting the river

it is colorful and interesting

hand drum

I like how it was made and was found
almost broken

The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

I like it there are a lot of monsters and all
the clocks are dirent?

bottles

they were very cool and helpful

Tong Khai

He had cool tools.

paper fastener

It is really interesting

monster picture

it is neat and funny

Most popular:

drum, muff, knife, paper
fastner (3)

La Crescent Montessori

fur muff
trunk

Trunk, Camera, Biscuit Tin (4)
It was fluffy and warm

trapped

It has the animal itself in it the mink

it's been used to carry so many things

The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

It shows more than one feeling

it is cool

blacksmith

it is cool

hand drum

it looks cool

knife
knife
knife

I like knives

Tong Khai at the Forge

it looked really nicely made

pleated skirt

It is something I would wear

fur muff

It is very detailed and it is also very
realistic

quilt

it was handmade

paper fastener

it was an alternative to hold paper together

imperial camera

it was a great amount of history in its
lenses

uncovering what covers up

it is an inspiring piece

pearl buttons

they were used as fancy buttons and were
made out of mussles
Harvesting the River

it has dark and light colors made of glass,
buttons, beads, paper
and ground

fur muff

The way people tried to make themselves
look wealthy. The
reality that is was more of
Harvesting the River

The colors. shapes, 30 shapes. The
meaterey ? the detail

pearl buttons

I never knew how they made buttons and
how they get that color

wedding dress

she used her picture and made it into art

knife

???

Imperial camera

I can relate because I am a photographer Imperial camera

I really like futuristic stuff and the glasses
design was amazing

the history of La Crosse

it is fun learning about La Crosse

knife

it was made a certain way

trunk

???

???

???

paper fastener

it shows what it was like before we had
staples

the one inspired from the pearl buttons

it's beautiful and represents what it might
have been like to find them

knife

I read it and watched it

La Crosse

cause my brother played all the time

wedding dress

it was very old and had an interesting look Harvesting the River

it was made with many colors of stones

wedding dress

it looks really cool

It looks cool and is nice

knife

The Ones who could not resist will be
knives were a vital part of life and it is cool the prettiest of all

it is very different than what you could
imagine to see

Imperial camera

It's cool to know how the camera worked

muff

to look at that was amazing

knife

looked cool

knife

good painting

knife

they made it out of a lawn mower blade

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

It was unique. It was different. It was also
very colorful

trunk

It was so beautiful and large with so much
space
trunk, bottles

They were such unique pieces and had so
much feeling come out in them

shell buttons

It was amazing to see how and what they
used to make buttons.

trunk one

the art was amazing and was so colorful
and bright

Hmong knife

how the process it is to make it

look into my eyes

it is really cool when you look into his eyes

Lacrosse stick

It was very cool to see what they would
play

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

I liked it because it showed emotion and
had many bright colors.

wedding dress

I think it is really pretty and it shows a lot of
detail in it that really
tells me about the time period it was made
in and how people
The Ones who could not resist will be
dressed in that time.
the prettiest of all

Everytime I look at it I see something I
didn't see before

knife

it was very interesting to see how it was
made and how much
time is put into the piece

biscuit tin

it was so cool to see how it is transported
compared to now

camera

If it was never made then we could not
capture the beauty of the
the world to need.

A Visual Journey

When you look into its eyes you see a
whole new prospective on the art
piece and can tell you how important
things are.

Brid Knife

Most popular:

knife (9)

trunk (7)

Emerson Elementary

bottles

The first Bottles were used over and over
again and not thrown
away when they were

A Visual Journy

I like to look into his eyes

trunk

it's wierd

biscuit tin

it looks cool and it's big

knife

it looks cool and a good tool

leona undergarment

it's pretty

a cyleon caves?

trunk

you can store stuff in it

wedding dress

it was used of weddings ?
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trunk

it is so because it is big has two layers

Kim Vaughter

I like it because it is colorful

trunk

it is cool because it it ...?

wedding dress

it looks ??/

knife

it's sharp

a Visual Journey

I like looking in his eyes

signature quilt

It talks about a lot of things

The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

All the whacky things

knife

I liked the design

a Visual Journey

I like to look into his eyes

drum

I play the cello

The Ones who could not resist will be
the Prettiest of all

the different animals

fur muff

it's furry and looks soft and warm

mink necklace

I like the red dot in the middle and that you
can see the mink eye

wedding dress

I like all the detail

wedding dress

I like all of the colors and shapes

quilt

It's really big and fancy

knife

It's sharp

camera

It was cool and vintage

fur muff

it looked cool

mink

it was cool

mink

it was cool

tin can

it was cool

tin can

it was cool

tin can

it is old

tin can

it is old

fur muff

it's furry

visual journey

it looks cool

paper fastener

it was a good picher (?)

drum

I want to do the drum

hand drum

I play the drums

The face that says look into my eyes

it's cool in his eye

fur muff

fuzzy and cool

cigar box

pretty painting

trunk

It was made out of the early plastic use to
make type writers,
bike parts, and even more interesting
things
trap

I was made out of a real trap

the Leona Undergarment

It is cool

art piece for the leona

It looked nice

fur muff

it was so furry and cool

camera

it was so big but now it's so small

hand drum

it's cool I like music

heart beat

It looks like a galaxy

underwear

it was big

trunk

it had Aliens like features in the painting

knife

it looked cool

knife

Lacrosse stick

I love to play sports

one for the camera

the classes they put in the piece

knife

it was cool

harvest river

it was pretty

Lacrosse stick

I love Lacrosse

fur muff

It keeps warm and it's easy to use?

A Visual Journey

his skin and hair

trunk

It was cool that the artist made a painting
out of an object

Acrylic canvas

the colors and the random animas are my
favorite part

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

It looks cray and cool

dress

knife
biscuit tin

I stored stuff so I could hide my stuff

Lacrosse stick

It has a cool design and it looks fun to use

drum

I like drums

trunk one

it is ?

wedding dress

it had a lot of designs and it's not normal
or it was just different
to the dresses again

Uncovering what covers us

It has a lot of material and very colorful. It
also has faces

Wedding dress

It was made and worn by the same
person. It is a lot different
tha wedding dresses today

Uncovering what covers us

It is very colorful and it is creative

Lacrosse stick

I love lacrosse the game

The Visual Journey

eyes are so amazing

Lacrosse stick

I like playing lacrosse. I play it

Visual Journey

When you look into his eyes it has crystals
in it

knife

it is used as a weapon

fur muff

it looks warm and fuzzy

camera

It is so different from cameras today

trapped necklace

It was cool the way he used the trap and
the mink fur to tell a story

knife

I liked it because it was interesting and
cool

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

It was the only colorful thing

Lacrosse stick

My cousin plays Lacrosse and because I
like sports

Visual Journey

I like looking into his eyes, it is very
detailed

bottles

I like seeing the different kinds of glass
and bottles

Visual Journey

I like seeing the details

Most popular:

knife (7)

camera (11)

SOTA I

Wedding dress

it's very pretty and fit for me

Harvesting the river

It's nice

pearl buttons

they were very cool and interesting

trunk picture

it was strange

Wedding dress

I really like to wear dresses and this one
was made so beautifully
it caught my eye and I loved how it was
designed

fur muff

I think that it was amazing that it took 15
minks to make one fur muff! Also
I always wanted to have one of these so it
caught my eye

pleated skirt

It's colorful

Pleated skirt

It was made Hmong

fur muff

it was really really cool and I kind of like
minks

wedding dress

because all wedding dresses look really
really really cool

fur muff

It could keep your hands warm and cozy

heartbeat

It was awesome looking and pretty it
reminded me of stars in the sky

camera

big

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

Color monsters

Wedding dress

it's pretty and I wish I had it

the disins ???

its beautiful
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The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

camera
paper fastener

It looked important

guy with goggles

tiles were used as well

Lacrosse stick

I play that sport with my brother

trunk one

I like to imagine things

knife

It is sharp

trunk one

it has a lot of details

knife

It was sharp and intersting

trunk one

it has lots of detail and odd, interesting

Lacrosse stick

my brother plays lacrosse

the blacksmith

I like stuff like that

trunk

it reminds me of when we go to Bulgaria
and spend time with my
family

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

There are lots of creatures and they look
like comic book characters

trunk

it looks

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

they look like they are monsters looking in
a trunk for something specific

pearl buttons

It is cool to see how buttons were made

Harvesting the river

It is really pretty, I like the mosaic

fur muff

it is cool

knife

it's cool

signature quilt

community family and faith

knife

it was cool

A Visual Journey

I like looking in his eyes

paper fastener

It didn't use mettle to staple it used paper

heartbeat

It reminded me of a heartbeat

camera

I love taking photos. And it's really cool to
see that cameras
weren't always digital and accessible at
the click of a button
heartbeat

it makes me feel warm and fuzzy inside

knife

I like knives

it's cool

knife

A Visual Journey
at the forge

camera

it is history

man with glasses

when you look in the glasses

camera

idk

looking eyes

his head is full of glass

trunk

it is really cool and big and you can use it
for a lot of things

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

it is really cool and very interesting and the
painting was amazing and wierd

Vulcan at the forge

I like it because

knife
signature quilt

It is beautiful and it reminds of happiness
because of the flowers

Hand drum and wedding dress

I like the hand drum because I love to play
drums. I like the
wedding dress because it's really pretty
trunk

Leo

it's unique and crazy

Lacrosse stick

it's our city's name

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

Wedding dress

it's so beautiful and I like to sew and the
woman made that dress

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

It matches my personality

trunk

It has a lot of history and meaning

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

You do not have to be pretty and it is weird
and I get it and I went to take it home

A Visual Journy

If you look into the eyes it's like a
kaleidoscope

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

I like all the crazy creatures

the old camera

I like old technology

Tho Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

It's weird and colorful and I like weird and
colorful things

paper fastener

It's an old fashion paper fastener

camera

He is cool and I like his shades

fur muff

It's cool because it's almost exactly what
we use today

A Visual Journey

It shows that time and effort and detail was
put into it

knife

I like it because it was recycled and is
Hmong

Harvesting the river

it's made of glass

I love its history and is awesome

The Ones who could not resist will be
the prettiest of all

Awesome diversity

knife

it's chaotic

knife

A Visual Journey

Most popular:

knife (9)

trunk (15)

Southern Bluffs
Elementary

Lacrosse stick

it is rilly cool! and looks nice

the camera

It looks really cool and it the very first
camera

abundance

the knife

it was large and I thought it was cool

Lacrosse stick

I like the sport

camera

it looks super cool and awesome

A visual Journey

it was cool and weird and unique

A visulal Journey

it looks very, very cool and is made of
different pieces of glass

trunk

culerfull

wedding dress

pritty

Harvesting the river
Fur Muff

it keep you warm

the knife

the blade is really sharpe and looks strong la crosse sticks

Heartbeat

it looks relaxing

the trunk

it is brightly colored

the knife

trapped

the pic in the medor

trunk
Harvesting The River

its cool

Camra

its big

A Visual Journey

Shiny

Biscuit Tin

I love all the designs

Heartbeat

The pop of color

Hand drum

it looks like galaxy

bottle

its cool

it was very cool

Hmong knife

it looks cool

it was made from scratch

A visual journey
The Visual journey
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Camrea

it was a early advancement in tech

A visual journey

trunk

colors

The Ones Who Could Not Resist Will be
The Prettiest of All
Colorful

Look in my eye

it is a cool guy

the ones who could not rest

it is wired

making a Hmong knife

I am Hmong and Hmong people make it
different and it is made out of wood!

a knife

it is sharpe and shiny very dangerous!

fur muff

I like trapping stuff also and making stuff
like that

Heatbeat

I like the tint and the splats of different
colors

Trapped

I like how its a trap on a chain so its a
neckles

A visual Journey

of its eyes

Lacrosse stick

I like playing sports and it was named after
our city
A visual journey

trunk

it lokes like some one used it in the

*************

knife

it cool

trunk

it cool

the bottles

I like how the person expressed it with so
many bottles

heartbeat

I love the colors

trunk

of the things in the eyes

it lookes very cool when you look in its
eyes

community: family & faith

knife

it is made frome scrap

the ones who could not resis will be the
prittest of all

it looked the most happy

Hmong skirt

it is so big and cool and we've been to to
Hmong cultural center

Signature quilts

it tells a lot a I love not so many colors

Biscuit tin

it's something that talks about history

Black Rose

the smoke looks like a tornado, colorful

knife

it cool

chest painting

it cool

the carre

ur the

cigar box

the facier they made the box the more they
cold get the cigars
camera guy

you can look into his eyes & see sparkly
things

the pleated skirt

it was so big and round!

the fur muff

it looks so fluffy and if I put it on I would
problay [sorry] love it!

Knife

I like hunting

The ones who couldn't resist will be the
prettiest of all

it is wierd like me

Hand Drum

It was a gift and that it was for how chunk
to be friendly and have friends!

Pearl Buttons

It came from teh river and the river is my
favirte place to be!

The Trunk

it looks old

The ones who could not resist will be the
prettiest of all
its colorful

Trunk

it looks really cool and has sections

The ones who could not resist will be the
prettiest of all
The bright colors caght my eye

the fur muff

it looks cozy

Abundance

it makes me want to fall asleep

I like the drum

I would like to be a drummer when I grow
up

The lacrosse sticks

I really like sports

The fur muff

The church

Hand Drum

Its very old

Heartbeat

It looks like explosions or fireworks

Biscuit tin

It was hard to belive that they carried
buscuits in a tin

A Visual Journey

When you looked in there eyes It looked
really cool

Biscuit tin

I love biscuits

The ones who could not resist will be the
prettiest of all
I love the creativity

Camera

Camera are a need

Camera guy

I like the eyes

The chest

it makes me think theres something cool

how to make a knife

it helps me learn about it

I liked the cotten necless

it was prittey and interesting to look at

Knife

it was interesting watching Thong Khaig
Vang make the knife

Quilt

It's artistic, all the names

Drum painting

the colors

Hmong

how it was made

Quilt

there was a lot of pictures on it and it was
told a lot about Wisconsin

Quilt; Lacrosse sticks

details and work that went into it' I played
lax before

Abundance painting; church

detail; favorite color in it

lacrosse stick

the history behind it was cool

the Hmong painting

the color were beautful and it gave me a
happy feeling

Most popular:

Big Brothers Big Sisters

Most Popular:

Quilt (2)

Quilt artwork (2)
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School

K: known information coming in

W: what they want to learn from exhibit

L: what was learned

Coulee
Montessori/Northside

What is History?:
-The past
-Different time period
-HERE!
-An object

-What are the artifacts?
-What life was like in the past.

-Lawn mowers made into knives
-"Look into my eyes" piece
-Play lacrosse to settle wars

-Who was the first person to live here?
-What the art looks like

-Learning artifacts
-What artifacts are used for
-Artifacts stories
-History of La Crosse
-How art and tools are made

-What was it like before it was a city?
-How the history and art are connected

-Learned about art
-La Crosse was a "Boat Town"
-1841 Nathan Myrick lived here
-Hmong items were cool
-Learned how artifacts influenced art
-Necklace made from a trap
-Necklace made from dead animal

What is a Historian?:
-Compare the past
-Detectives
What is art? Why do we make it?:
-Imagination
-Express feelings
-To preserve history
-Art is everywhere!
What is an artifact?:
-Man made
-Tools
-Clothes
What do you know about La Crosse history?:
-Mall was Indian land
-La Crosse the city was named after the game

First Evangelical Lutheran

What is History?:
-Long ago-Native Americans
-The Past
-Important Events
What are Historians?:
-Study history
-Study artifacts
What is art? Why do we make it?:
-Express feelings
-Tell stories
-For fun
What is an artifact?:
-Man made things
-Historical items
-Long ago object
What do you know about La Crosse History?:
*no responses*

La Crescent Montessori

What is History?:
-From the past
-Culture
-Learn about people
What are Historians?:
-Work with history
-Take history and use it
-Research
What is art? Why do we make it?:
-Look at it
-Creates feeling
-Spiritual needs
-Pretty
-Fun
-Expression
-Get your demons out
What are artifacts?
-Piece of history, someone or something
-Humans made
-Wood carvings, arrowhead
What do you know about La Crosse History?:
-River town
Prairie La Crosse
-1st building-bowling lane
-5 buildings
-Shipping, logging
-Lumber mills
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Emerson Elementary

What is History?:
-What happened in the past
-Something from the past that tells us something
-How people live

-Who first lived here?
-How did people live here in the past?

What did you learn about history?
-Buttons came from clam shells
-How they produced warmth
-The oldest battle in history
-The lady designed and wore the wedding dress
-The knife was only just made
-Nathan Myrick was first person here
-Used to be Prairie La Crosse

-How did La Crosse get its name?
-Who founded La Crosse?
-What was the biggest mystery here?

-Artifacts at Valley View Mall
-How to pack a trunk
-Googly eyes are fun
-It's fun to inspire yourself
-Old cameras are large
-Stampler is modern papr fastener
-Art is cooler than before
-Oneoda tribe
-Buttons came from muscles

-What life was like in the past in La Crosse
-Who founded La Crosse?

-Native American village under Valley View Mall
-Artifacts
-Art is having fun, using imagination
-Bowling alley

What are Historians?:
-They find history
-They try to find information about artifacts
What is art? Why do people make it?:
-Artists make art to make a living and to have fun
-You make it to feel proud of yourself
-Something to do to make yourself feel better
-It's fun
What do you know about La Crosse history?:
-It's named after the game
-Native Americans used to live here
-The ground has a lot of sand
-It was built there for teh area it was--rivers and
the land

SOTA I

What is History?:
-Things from the past
-Justin Bieber
-Important and not important stuff from the past
-Anything from before today
-Things that make us ask "why?"
What is a Historian?:
-Someone who studies history
-Someone who tells what happens in the past
-Someone who investigates what happens in the
past
What is art? Why do we make it?:
-Some people see things differently and they show
it in art
-To express our feelings
-Something to fill our time
-Anything around us
-To share it with others--to admire it
What is an artifact?
-Shows a piece of history
-An object from the past
-Something that's been preserved and studied
What do you know about La Crosse history?:
-There was a guy named Myrick who named the
park
-Sultzer Seed Co.
-The War Eagle
-There were Native Americans here
-Driftless area

Southern Bluffs Elementary What is History?:
-Something from the past
-Something important
-Something form a long time ago
-Culture
What is a Historian?:
-Study history
-Study and teach
(detectives)
What is art?:
-Tells stories or fun
-Communicate
-People to look at
-What teachers let us do
What is an artifact?:
-Pottery
-Really old art
-Art to show history
(Man made)
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Timestamp

Are the
Are the panels artifacts placed
placed at an
at an
Did the
Did an adult
appropriate
appropriate
students read need to help
height/location height/location
panels?
students read? for the children? for children?

3/4/2016 11:10:37 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Are the
Interactives placed
at an appropriate
height/location for
children?

Is the Time
Line placed at
an appropriate
height/location
s for children?

Is the art
placed at an
appropriate
height/location
for the
children?

Was the KWL
chart an
effective tool
for the
students?

Do the students
appear
interested in
Are students
using the
using the iPads in
iPads?
the expected way?

Do the students
appear interested
in using the Time
Line?

Are the students
using the Time Line
in the expected
way?

Do the students
appear interested in
using the
Interactives?

Are the students
using the
Interactives in the
expected way?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Messed up?

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

3/18/2016
10:42:13 Yes

Some groups
are doing this,
but mostly not. Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3/18/2016
13:19:49 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4/1/2016 11:46:14 Yes

4/1/2016 13:28:49 Yes

Maybe only a
few kids

Yes

Yes

Not usually, but
sometimes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mostly the quiz
and the knife
video

Especially the
quiz and knife
video

Yes

Yes

Do the students
appear interested
in participating in
the Art activity?

Are the students
using the Art
activity in the
expected way?

Do the students
appear interested
in the history of La
Crosse/trunk
activity?

Are the students
using the history of
La Crosse/trunk
activity in the
expected way?

Are the students
having
conversations
amongst
themselves about
the exhibit?

Are students
discussing
"Why do we
need things?"

Are the students
interested
in/engaged with
the art?

Are students
drawn to
particular pieces
of art?

Are students
drawn to
particular
artifacts?

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Some yes, other
times they are just
looking at it as a
checkpoint for the
artifacts.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

The camera's art:
"This. Is. So.
TUBULAR!!!!" ;
they are asking a
lot of questions
about the muff
artpiece ; bump
pump mobile,
The knife, muff,
trunk art
bump pump, quilt

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Leona piece,
camera piece,
trunk piece

It's about 50/50

I will say, I noticed
one girl leave the
packing the truck
room/activity, come
to the gallery, and
ask what a truck was
when Calli asked
them to look at the
truck painting.
Yes

No

They seem to be
more interested in
the artifacts, and
only sometimes the
art. They like the
camera dude more
than the camera
and the mobile
more than the
paper fastener
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Very. They were all
very excited
Yes

Actually, they're very
interested. Like, all of
the kids in the group
I observed were
raising their hands
and talking.
Yes

Yes

No

The quilt church,
muff piece, Leona
piece, camera
dude, Hmong
skirt piece, trunk
piece

Knife, leona,
quilt, camera,
muff, trunk,
wedding dress

Yes
Quilt, Leona,
knife, camera,
muff, drum,
trunk, Hmong
skirt, wedding
dress

Curriculum to be used before arriving at the exhibit:
Thank you for your willingness to come and support our project by bringing your
students to our exhibit. We hope that through this experience your students will learn the
importance of connecting to objects and examining the stories they can tell us about
both history and our lives today.
All groups will need to be divided into three groups while at the exhibit. It would be extremely
helpful if you could create these groups before arrival and communicate the groupings with the
students. If you have a system in place for identifying students in different groups (colored name
tags, bandanas etc.), please feel free to employ that strategy. The different groups will transition
between three different stations during their time in the exhibit  the gallery, an art making
space, and a historical video station.
The following are the topics we would like all students to have at least discussed before
attending the exhibit. We have also included suggestions for additional activities and
discussions that could enhance their experience if you have time. The activities can be adjusted
to fit your needs and time/resources available.

*Concepts students should understand before arrival:
1. What are historians?
●

Brainstorm:
○ What is a scavenger hunt?
○ What is a detective and what does a detective do?

By discussing hunting for clues and solving mysteries, lead students to the conclusion
that the work of a historian is like a detective or going on a scavenger hunt. They must
find and take clues and put them together to try and figure out what life was like in the

past or what happened in the past. They do this work to understand how people of the
past lived and what happened.
●
●

This link has several scavenger hunt sheets that could be used as a starter activity
for the brainstorm http://www.enchantedlearning.com/scavengerhunt/
Here is an interactive online game students could use (or you could do together as
a class) where you get to work as a historian to solve mysteries of the past by
searching for and using clues h
 ttp://americanhistory.si.edu/springer/

2. What is an artifact?
●

Definition to understand: An artifact is any object made by a human. They
usually have historical importance.
● Brainstorm: (maybe write lists on the board)
○ What are some examples of artifacts that students can name?
○ What would be some things that are not artifacts?
○ How can historians use artifacts?
○ How can artifacts help us learn about the past?
○ Why is it important for us to learn about and understand the history of La
Crosse?
○ Why types of artifacts could we use to learn about the history of La
Crosse?
Artifacts help us learn about the past because the items people make help us learn what
their lives are like. We can understand what was important to people, and how they lived
by looking at the objects they made and used.
● Here are two activities that involve engaging students in artifact analysis
activities. They can be adapted to fit your time/available resources.
■ This is a direct link to a PDF document of the lesson plan. This lesson
could easily be completed using just items from the classroom.
tdcms.ket.org/hisarch/doc/whatcanartifactstellus.pdf
■ The teaching and discussion points in this lesson clearly explain the
concepts of using artifacts, so it is very useful for teaching the idea even if
you forego the activities. This lesson could also be easily done in class
using items from the classroom rather than trash as suggested in the
lesson. There are a number of useful and fun links off of the main lesson
http://sciencenetlinks.com/lessons/artifacts1whatcanwelearnfromartif
acts/
3. Why should we look at art? How do we look at art?
● Video link to spark a discussion of what we can learn from looking at art
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/arthistorybasics/beginnersarthistory/v/whyl
ookatart

● This links to a fourstep process for looking at and analyzing art. This process is
what will be displayed at the exhibit, so the more comfortable the students are with the
steps, the more comfortable they will be completing the tasks at the exhibit. There is a
slideshow of art prints already on the site you could use to have students practice, but
any work of art could be used. Feel free to choose any piece of art you think would
interest your students. It may also be beneficial to have students analyze a piece of art
other than a painting since there will be threedimensional art at the final exhibit.
http://www.mfah.org/learn/practicelookingart/
4. What does “Media or Medium” mean in art?
The students should come with some level of understanding that whatever materials
an artist used to create a piece of artwork are called “media” (singular is medium) and
that the media chosen can have an impact on mood or can be used to show
something in particular.
●

●

●

This video shows a simple lesson that could be completed using different simple
media that you have in the classroom pencil, pen, crayon, marker etc.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCtaYlmC3cg
You could brainstorm a list of different media that artists could use (any
dimension), and discuss why an artist might choose a particular medium for a
particular project  what can the media do?
Show some images of pieces of art and ask students to describe what media
they see used. How does the use of media impact the viewer?

Wisconsin State Standards:
A.4.2 Learn basic vocabulary related to their study of art
A.4.6 Know that art is a basic way of thinking and communicating about the world
B.4.3 Know that works of art and designed objects relate to specific cultures, times, and places
B.4.5 Understand that their choices in art are shaped by their own culture and society
B.4.6 Know basic ways to describe, analyze, interpret, and judge art images and objects from various
cultures, artists, and designers
C.4.3 Know how the design of art changes its meaning
C.4.1 Explore the elements and principles of design
D.4.1 Know basic information, such as the history, public art, and unique architecture,of their own cultural
community
D.4.5 Learn basic language used in art
G.4.1 Know that art communicates ideas
G.4.2 Know that artwork has meanings
G.4.3 Talk and write about the meanings of artworks and design
G.4.4 Know how to create works of art that have meanings
I.4.4 Recognize their own feelings when they look at work of art

I.4.5 Understand that art is made by people from different times, places, and cultures
J.4.2 Understand that the choice of materials and techniques influences the expressive quality of art
K.4.1 Connect their knowledge and skills in art to other areas, such as the humanities, sciences, social
studies, and technology
K.4.5 Know art includes activities, such as museum curation, historic preservation,collecting, and writing
about art and design
L.4.4 Understand that art is created by people and changes our time and culture

B.4.1 Identify and examine various sources of information that are used for constructing an understanding
of the past, such as artifacts, documents, letters, diaries, maps, textbooks, photos, paintings, architecture,
oral presentations, graphs, and charts
E.4.11 Give examples and explain how language, stories, folk tales, music, and other artistic creations are
expressions of culture and how they convey knowledge of other peoples and cultures
E.4.12 Give examples of important contributions made by Wisconsin citizens, United States citizens, and
world citizens
E.4.13 Investigate and explain similarities and differences in ways that cultures meet human needs

Historian/Artist Journal – Grandad’s Bluff Loggers
*This journal is for you to record your thoughts and observations as you
travel through the exhibit…Enjoy!
Name:

Welcome historians! You are going to spend time
today learning about a number of historical artifacts
that were made right here in La Crosse. They are all
old and have interesting stories to go with them.
Recently, an artist made a piece of new art inspired
by each of the artifacts. Your job today is to learn
about the history of the objects and study the
pieces of art to understand the connection between
the two.
Each of you will be looking at and learning about
five different artifacts. You will become the experts
on your five, and at the end of our time here you
will get to discuss and teach the others about your
artifacts, the art, and what you learned.
Here are the clues to help you find and learn about
your five special artifacts:

This artifact was made of
cotton in the White Hmong
traditional style

This artifact was used to store
food items for transport and
protect them from moisture

Historical object #1:

1. Look:

Art Piece #1:

2. Describe:

 Name –
 Date made –
 Interesting Facts –

3. Think:

 What can we learn from this artifact?

4. Connect:

Historical Artifact #2:

1. Look:

Art Piece #2:

2. Describe:

 Name –
 Date made –
 Interesting Facts –

3. Think:

 What can we learn from this artifact?

4. Connect:

Art Piece #3:

Historical Artifact #3:
1. Look:

2. Describe:

 Name –
 Date made –
 Interesting Facts –

3. Think:

 What can we learn from this artifact?

4. Connect:

Historical Artifact #4:

1. Look:

Art Piece #4:

2. Describe:

 Name –
 Date made –
 Interesting Facts –

3. Think:

 What can we learn from this artifact?

4. Connect:

Historical Artifact #5:

1. Look:

Art Piece #5:

2. Describe:

 Name –
 Date made –
 Interesting Facts –

3. Think:

 What can we learn from this artifact?

4. Connect:

THIS A C KNOW LE DGE S TH A T

HA S SU CC E SSFU LLY C OM PLE TE D TH E

PR OJE C T A ND IS HE R E B Y AW AR DED THE STA TU S OF HIS TOR IA N/A R TI S T

Signed, Dr. Ariel Beaujot, Executive Director

Name______________________________ Teacher’s name________________________
Imagine you are one of the first settlers in La Crosse. What will you pack in your trunk?
Draw a picture or write a list.
Something you will need:

Something to help make you comfortable:

Something to remind you of home:

Guidelines for leading group activities  While at exhibit
:
1. Gallery 
●

●

●
●

●

●
●

Gather group together  get them excited by explaining that this is their
opportunity to act as historians. They will be working to study and analyze both
artifacts and works of art.
Divide the students into three (equal if possible) groups. Distribute scavenger
hunt journals  go through and explain the process for filling out the journals and
what they should be doing as they move through the exhibit. Be sure to stress
behavior expectations at this time: how you want them to move around the room,
voice levels, touching, staying on task, taking their time to do quality work etc.
As they move throughout the exhibit make sure to monitor, encourage, and assist
the students.
Pay attention to when students are finishing their journals  if you see some
rushing through, encourage them to go back and add details and spend more
time becoming an expert on their artifacts. Once everyone is finished (or you are
nearing the end of your time), gather the students together again.
Have them get together with their specific groups to process what they saw and
learned. Ask them to plan to share with the rest of the groups a brief presentation
of the artifacts they examined and interesting facts that they learned.
Allow each group to share. Feel free to prompt with questions.
Have a group discussion if you have time. Possible questions/topics:
○ Each group  which artifact was your favorite? Why?
○ What have we learned about the history of La Crosse through these
artifacts? (What do these artifacts tell us about history?)
○ Why do you think we picked these artifacts? (you could choose a specific
object to ask about, or speak in general)
○ What types of media/materials were used most often in the art pieces?
○ Why do you think the artists chose those materials?
○ Which piece of art do you think made the strongest connection with the
artifact?

2. Art Making 
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Gather group together  get them excited by explaining that this is their
opportunity to act as artists inspired by historic artifacts. They will be working to
create an original work of art inspired by a historic photograph. Assure them that
they are all artists, and everyone can be successful at this task. Their original art
can be abstract or impressionist in nature, so they can be creative. The goal is
just to be able to explain the connection to the artifact and how it inspired them.
Divide them into groups and explain exactly what they are going to DO  show
them the sheet they will fill out, explain what materials they will be using. *This is
the time to give them any information regarding behavior expectations. Once the
photographs are out, they will not be listening to instructions.
Distribute the photographs and any background information you want them to
know/have.
Have them take time to analyze the artifact before handing out art materials. Ask
them to think about the following questions:
○ What is this artifact?
○ What does it show?
○ Why is it important?
○ How does it inspire me?
○ What could I create to connect to this piece?
■ How would my art look? What shapes and colors would I use?
Why would I choose those shapes and colors?
■ What symbolism could I use to connect my art to the artifact?
Distribute materials for creating the art project.
Move around the room as they work answering questions, encouraging and
assisting students.
If time allows, discuss with students how they would change their art if they could
make it three dimensional  what types of media would they use and why? You
could also have students share, or do a gallery walk where groups moved from
one station to the next to look at the artifact and work of the other groups.

3. Movie 
●

●
●
●
●

●

Gather group together  ask them to think about and discuss the questions
○ Why are objects important to people?
○ What do objects help us learn about history?
Show selected portion of PBS Video  Wisconsin Hometown Stories: La Crosse.
Discuss important topics from video.
Ask students to think about what it would be like to be an early settler, travelling
from your home to unknown lands only able to bring certain items.
Have them take a moment to think about what objects they would absolutely
need to take from their own lives if they could only bring a few (choose a number
 five or ten maybe).
Bring out a “trunk” and tell students you will all work together to “pack the trunk”
with the most important items each person would want to bring.

●

●

Have them write their most important object on a piece of paper and one by one
invite them to come put their item in the trunk and share what their chosen object
would be (and maybe why).
Now that you know the objects, go back to the original discussion and ask
students what this combination of objects could teach historians about this group.

Pump House Visit: Video Activity
Lesson plan: What should I bring? Early settlers in LaCrosse
1. View Segment 1 (Early History) and part of Segment 2 (Oneota) 
Wisconsin Hometown
Stories: La Crosse(PBS) (10.21 minutes) (stop right after Jim Gallagher says “large
villages of 100, 200 acres.”)
http://wpt.org/WisconsinHometownStories/36612/wisconsinhometownstorieslacrosse

2. Discuss with the class (5 minutes):
○ Tell students to imagine they are traveling up the river in 1841 with Nathan
Myrick. Remind them that Nathan Myrick, along with 3 passengers, 
borrowed a
government keel boat at Prairie du Chien, filled it with things for a trading post,
and poled his way up the Mississippi to Prairie La Crosse in order to set up a
trading post. Remember, Myrick was the first EuropeanAmerican settler in the
area. There weren’t any houses in La Crosse yet, and no stores.
○ Discuss what early La Crosse settlers might have brought with them. Brainstorm
items that would have been necessary during this time period. such as tools,
clothing, household items, memorabilia, books, seeds, etc.
○ Consider the following reasons for bringing certain items:
• to remind someone of home
• to remind someone of family
• to entertain someone on a trip
• to be useful
3. Students create a “Traveler’s Trunk.” (10 minutes)
○ They may illustrate and/or list the items on the paper.
○ Put their lists/illustrations in the trunk (These will serve as an exit ticket.)
4. Closure: (5 minutes)
○ Have students share one or two ideas of what they put in the trunk
○ Discuss which items would fit or not
Learning Targets:
Students will recognize why La Crosse was a good place to settle.
Students will understand that artifacts are things people have made.
Students will list artifacts early settlers might have brought with them.
Wisconsin Social Studies Standards: B.4.1, B.4.2, B.4.3

Satellite Exhibit Extension

Extend the learning from today. Would you like your students to create their own
classroom artifact exhibit to display at your school or in the community?
We have fifteen historical images that your students could use to create art for an
exhibit.
Contact Calli Niemi (
niemi.call@uwlax.edu
) to learn more!

1. Look

2. Describe

ds entire work of art. Pay close attention
Take in the
to the details.
 What do you notice?
 What do you see?

*Look at the work for 30 seconds. Turn around and
try to remember everything.
Look at the piece again and notice
the details you overlooked.

3. Think

Describe all the things you see using
expressive language.
 Consider the use of lines, shapes
colors, composition, material, subject
matter.

How to
look at art

 What story is taking place?
 What is the setting, or time and place
shown?
 What is the mood of the work?
How do you know?
 What is this work of art about?
 What do you think the artist was trying to
communicate through the creation of this
work of art?

4. Connect

 What does this work of art remind you of?
Why?
 How does this work of art relate to your
own life?
 Compare this work of art to other images
you have seen. How are they similar? How
are they different?
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